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What else is love but understanding and rejoicing in
the fact that another person lives acts and experiences
otherwise than we do?’
(Friedrich Nietzsche)
When we initially thought about the theme for
our Winter issue and decided on Love is Love
we wanted our community to explore the
theme in as many, non-traditional ways, as
they could think of and they certainly haven’t
disappointed.
We knew that we would be publishing
the issue just after the holiday season where it it
is customary to spend time with those we love,
whether that be family, friends or a cherished
pet. Similarly, we would be a month away
from Valentine’s Day, another time to celebrate
love. So, by publishing our magazine in January we could lift some spirits who may be in
between holiday doldrums.
Mostly, however, we want to
acknowledge and honour all the different types
of love in the world. Yes, of course, there’s the
love between people; sometimes passionate,
sometimes passive, sometimes long and slow
and other times a brief spark in a lifetime.
These types of love are brilliant and beautiful.

for your home, your dog or your car. We love
all sorts of things. I love that moment when the
sun breaks throughs the clouds and you see a
shaft of light beaming down, brightening a field
of oil seed rape into a golden yellow oasis. Or
the sight of a child spotting a perfect rainbow.
We spend a lot of time complaining,
and there is a lot to complain about. Covid just
never seems to be going away. Global warming. Idiot politicians. Our world is far from perfect, but those moments of love can make us
forget and treasure our world and the people
and things in it. Think of the perfect symmetry
of an ammonite. Or the beauty of a coral reef,
or a sunset. There are so many things we can
love and enjoy and all of these things can make
us feel better.
We were thrilled, as always, with our
submissions. We have so many amazing stories, poems and images this issue which reassures us that in a broken world, love can make
things a little better. We hope you enjoy it as
much as we enjoyed putting it together and
reading everyone’s work.

Dini, Jane and Ruth

Let’s also consider, however, the love
Makarelle
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Editorial
by Ruth Loten

When we chose the theme for this issue, the
three of us were very clear that although we
were publishing it close to Valentine’s Day and
wanted to give a nod to that, we didn’t want it
to be a replica of everything else that surrounds
the day. Nice as Hallmark can be, we consider
ourselves to be made more in the Tim Burton
mould!
Consequently, when we opened our
submission window, we made the decision to
ask specifically for forms of love which were
either under-represented or unexpected – we
thought we might get some poetry about a
woman’s love for her car, or a short story
about a rescued cat who brought love into its
owner’s heart. As always, our submissions didn’t disappoint and we had a fantastic range of
crazy pieces all with love at their core. We
were delighted that not all the love was romantic either. Ancient Greek philosophers identified seven types of love and we’re confident
that most, if not all, of them are represented in
this issue. Submissions ranged from ‘Eros’ in
Tweeting Jolene, through ‘Philia’ in Him and Me
Makarelle
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and ‘Storge’ in For King And Country and ending
with ‘Philautia’ in the aptly named ‘The Beautiful
Nurse Philautia’. The Five Expressions of Love are
also abundant throughout this issue in pieces like
Auntie G, The Second Day and Love Andy.
When it came to my own writing however, I
was a bit stumped. I’d already written a story
about two men who fell in love for the ‘Tattoo’
issue and I didn’t want to produce more of the
same, but no other ideas sprang to mind. Nevertheless, when it came to the editorial, I knew
exactly what I wanted to write about: ‘How I
learned to love myself’. I realise that sounds a
bit ‘self-helpy’ but that isn’t how I mean it.
When I hit forty, I realised after years of
trying to please other people, that ultimately
the only person I had a duty to make happy,
was myself. I spent my twenties and thirties
doing things I didn’t want to do to try and
bring joy to others, even at the expense of my
own well-being. The morning of my fortieth
birthday I woke up with a new sense of ease. I
was comfortable – perhaps for the first time
ever – with who I was. I decided it was time to
‘Love is Love’ 1/2022

embrace the person I was and learn to love my
inner geek. It felt a bit like the cliché of an AA
meeting – my name is Ruth Loten and not only
am I a geek, I was a geek before it was cool.
I could write reams about how much I
like Star Trek, Star Wars, Sherlock, Lord of the
Rings etc, or even reading and writing. However, much as I love all those things, the thing I
enjoy more than anything else, that always
brings joy to my heart and a smile to my face, is
dancing.
“But dancing isn’t geeky,” I hear you
say. Not now perhaps, because of the Strictly
influence, but back in the 1980s, ballroom dancing was not considered ‘cool’ – this was the
world of Angela Rippon and ‘Come Dancing’
not Tess and Claudia on primetime Saturday
evening! I never cared – I’ve loved it for as long
as I can remember. The playlist for my 40th
birthday party had been put together with a
view to getting people up and dancing and featured Abba, Bruno Mars and the like. At the
last minute, I decided to add some Phil Kelsall
and Glenn Miller on there as well. I’m so glad I
did because someone videoed my sister and me
doing a Cha Cha Cha and since her passing it’s
one of the many memories that makes me
smile.
I’m writing this editorial while sitting in
Blackpool Tower Ballroom watching the rest of

my family dance. I did most of my writing as a
kid in here and I love this place more than I
love most people! So many of the happy memories from my childhood are linked to the ballroom – family, friends, teenage angst, unrequited love, the pain of missing James when he
spent a year living in Vienna, the ballroom was
the backdrop to them all. So of course, when I
wrote ‘Unforgettable’ (my debut novel for
adults, which is coming out in February!) there
had to be a large part of it set in the ballroom
and obviously, it required me to visit – purely
for research purposes of course! So yes, I like
dancing anywhere, but the Tower Ballroom is
where my heart belongs.
When the weather is too cold to be out walking,
there’s no place on earth I would rather be.

All Images : Ruth Loten
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Feature: Visual Art
Untitled
by Stephen Johnson
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Feature: Short Story
Lift
by Toby Goodwin

I can see this wee guy oot buskin on the street,
through the glass of the lift and then again
through the windies of the shop. Makes me
burn. Not that the music’s bad, I’m just burnin.
That’s whit bein a musician is, being jealous.
But mah jealousy’s no the normal kind. It’s a
kind that I cannae dae anyhin wae, tae much
arthritis. I wish I could still batter oot a tune.

Specsavers’s uniform. A’d been ushered
through the shinin, opening lobby, checkmarked on a list, and then curtly instructed in
the ways ae sanitizing mah haunds, as if ah
didn’t already ken at this point. It’s no as if
mah very life depends upon it. I’d then been led
tae this dinky disability lift at the far end and
had mah cane taken aff me.

“Press the up button,” she says. She’s polite,
but there’s another element in there, like she
cannae be fucked.

“The button is on the right-hand side of the
screen,” Dreadlocks says, wae a shit-eating
grin. I guess it must relax alottae folk, this fauxmedical/sales, crap. I hink her dreads are quite
cool, though. I still ken whit’s cool and whit’s
no. The rooms fullae backlit spectacle shelves.
Prices startin low on wan side and increasing as
you cross tae the other. I see wee bams on the
cheap side and doddery yuppies on the other
side checkin oot the latest in Gucci eyewear.

“Press the whit button?” I say. I can hardly
hear the lassie through this ridiculous plate
glass. It’s an annoying material tae work wae;
not flexible enough, not strong enough.
“Press the up button,” she says. She’s got
blonde dreadlocks and a black and green
Makarelle
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Feature: Short Story - Fiction “Lift” by Toby Goodwin

“Just press it with the tip of your finger.”
“Aye, aye,” I say. That busker must be
aboot eighteen, playin a Taylor. Mah pal Keith
had a Taylor. Nice, trebly resonance. Went well
wae the warmer tones oot mah Gibson.
“The up,” she says.
“I heard you.” I go tae press the touch
screen, wae conviction. I find these machines
respect conviction. The lift shudders and then
halts.

“You pressed the stop button.”
“I ken which button I pressed, tell me which
button tae press noo.”
“The up arrow.”
I look doon. Wan looks like an eye in a circle. Another looks like a triangle, actually two
triangles. I ken whit a triangle means, but this
lassie is pissin me right aff so I take mah time
findin it. Hovering, like how she wiz hovering
over me at that sanitising station. I press it and
the floor vibrates upward. Dreadlocks sighs and
follows up a set of stairs tae the right. It’d usually be Louise but, of course, she’s avoiding me
the now.
Daydreamer, Cerys always called me. It was
kinda mah hing. I was always the guy wae a
dream. First, I thought music wiz ma hing, but
it wiznae. I waznae good enough, even if I deluded masel intae hinkin I wiz. After that, the
dream wiz tae open mah own café, The Wee Red
Caf, aff Great Western Road. This wiz before I
met Cerys. When I met her, the dream was tae
have a family.
I look doon at the screen again, at the wee
red button in the middle, and press it. The lift
stoaps mid-ride and I’m like, “Fuck!” The lassie
stoaps on the stairs and starts marching back
doon, ragin. It’s a poor design really, they
shouldnae let auld yins have control. I press a
button. The lift shudders and starts gawn doon.
“Sorry, hen!”

“Press the stop button.”
“I ken, I pressed it. Noo I’ve got tae start it
again.”
“Naw, you can just stop it again!”
“Is it no fer emergencies?”
“You just pressed it, that wiznae an emerMakarelle
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gency,” the graceful sales tone is slippin away.
“Right, sorry.”
A few other opticians come over, tutting,
offering advice tae each other, forgetting aboot
me. “We need tae explain tae the auld yins before they get on,” wan says.
“Right, I’ll press the stop button again, shall
I?” I stomp mah palm on it and the lift halts,
hovering aboot a foot aff the ground.
“Now press the up button.” This time a wee
man’s talkin. He’s got a pair ae thin glasses
hangin aff his nose, and brown hair gelled in a
neat quiff. I can see his mooth moving behind
his mask. Middle-agers. Bet he’s got kids at
hame, working only tae get hame tae work
some more. I bet his marriage is on the ropes.
“Naw, ah pressed it.”
“Aye, I ken. Noo press the up button.”
“I pressed the up button.”
“You pressed the stop button.”
“Would you mind no shouting, pal?” I say,
“I’m tryin mah best here.”
At the caf, we hired Cerys fer the head chef
and hit it aff right away. She was wise. She
cared aboot hings that she didnae need tae care
aboot, that wiz whit I liked aboot her. She
made sure tae ken all aboot everyone; whit they
liked, whit they did wae their free time, who
they were as people. It made me happy tae be
aboot her, so we fell intae it naturally. She had
this fiery hair, and her lasagne was the best hing
on the menu.
Tabby looks just like her. I mind Tabby and
her wee brother Sam, as wains, runnin aboot
the kitchen as Cerys wiz tryin tae get on wae
the prep, and I’d be away cleaning the coffee
machine and chattin shite tae folk. It was basically just two tables, a bar, and a swingin door
tae the kitchen. Red tablecloths, red chairs, and
a red coffee machine. Sam was always the quiet
one, an accountant noo, but Tabby’s still figuring hings oot. Looks like her ma did at that age,
but her personality’s mare like mine.
I never ken whit tae say tae her.
I pull mah mask doon, wanting a breather.
“Sir, would you mind putting the mask back
on,” Quiff says. They don’t care aboot me, they
just don’t wantae get sued.
‘Love is Love’ 1/2022

Feature: Short Story - Fiction “Lift” by Toby Goodwin

“I’m trying tae see the fuckin screen, mah
glasses’re all steamed tae fuck. Can you’s not
just work it?” I already ken they cannae work
it, but I like tae take the piss.
“Sir, you inadvertently pressed the emergency stop, it overrides our controls.”
“Inadvertently, big words fae the glass shavers.”
“Whit?” Dreadlocks says, stepping forward.
I double doon, “I ken you’s aren’t shaving
they lenses.”
“Whit?”
“The last time, they said; fer an extra twenty pound; they could shave doon the lenses, but
there’s never gonnae be any shaving going on.
You’s are just pouring the glass intae a smaller
mould. There’s nae shaving. If anyhin, they
thinner lenses’ll be less fuckin materials.”
At this point, Quiff marches aff in the direction ae the manager’s office. I keep doddering
aboot, squinting at the stupit my-pad until I see
her: Louise. I knew she’d be in. She’s Tabbys
age, she’s got black hair, a navy-blue pantsuit,
and I can see the words ARMANI sketched
along the legs of her glasses in gold. She goes,
“Peter, can you just press the up arrow for
me?” She sounds like wan ae they bastarts aff
the sales channel on the TV. Sharp blue eyes
peekin oot the eyeshadow.
“A’v been tryin, hen. It’s no workin. Can I
come doon?”

She sighs and then barks at the onlookers
tae get back tae work. They shuffle aff, but
don’t quite move away. They wantae tae see
how this pans oot.
It’s funny how hings never go the way you
expect, but when you get tae the end you see
that it was always inevitable. The endin ae
hings never comes fae naewhere. There’s always some hint, like in the way a person
speaks, or the way they hold themselves. Tellin
who they’re gonnae be long before they show
you though their actions. It’s like the path ae
least resistance. It’s like The Wee Red Caf.
“Feckin McDonalds of opticians,” I mutter.
“Whit was that?” Louise goes.
“He’s like Insulate Britain,” Dreadlocks
says.
Makarelle
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“Fuck off,” I say.
“Peter,” Louise, goes. “C’mon now.”
“I’m trying mah best,” the lift’s still hovering aboot a foot aff the ground. I pull mah
mask doon and go, “Why don’t you get in and
show me?”
“The lift is only fer wan person.”
“A’m an auld man, yer a wee woman. It’ll
be fine.”
“Naw, Peter…”

Every time she says mah name I wantae
hurl, “I’ll bring it doon, and you can help us,” I
say. I press the down arrow; three clicks and it
hits the ground. Door opens, ramp extends.
“C’mon then. I’m in a rush.”
“Fine,” Louise goes, and she gets in. She’s
reekin ae fruity perfume and her face is caked
in bronze powder. She taps a button deftly and
we start on the upward climb. Dreadlocks follows up the stairs. The wee group of onlookers
on the ground onlook. Gonnae need a distraction.
“Whit’s that wee bam daein?” I say, tappin
on the glass.
“Whit?” Louise goes, following mah point,
and quick as a flash I bang mah hand doon on
that emergency stop. The lift halts and we fall
intae each other.
“Get aff me,” I say, pushin her away. I then
reach doon and get a finger roond the mains
power connection on the controls. I pull hard
and the wee screen goes black. The folk below
us look up. The wee busker keeps hammering.
“Why’d you do that?” Louise says.
“Ken whit, Louise? I’ve been wanting tae get
you fer a wee chat.” I stand up, squaring mah
shoulders. Cerys wouldae had a private phone
call or suhin, but Cerys isnae aboot anymare.
A’m daein this mah way. “Louise, you walked
oota that hoose wae that car that you and Tabby paid fer thegether. You’ve left her wae the
mortgage because yer credit wiz so shite you
couldnae put yer name up. You’re a thief and a
user. I could tell from the first moment I saw
ye. You abuse the people who love you, tellin
them they’re no good enough, wearing them
doon. You made mah Tabby feel shite fer loving the hings she loves. Manipulating her, letting her hink she’s gawin mad, shouting at her
‘Love is Love’ 1/2022

Feature: Short Story - Fiction “Lift” by Toby Goodwin

then acting like it never happened. Making her
sell her guitars so you could get a new kitchen
put intae that hoose, that you’ve now fucked aff
outtae, stickin her wae the bills.”
“This has nothing tae dae wae you,” Louise
says, “You never understood.”
Tabby and Louise met at university and
stayed thegether fer years. Each year we saw less
of Tabby, and each year it seemed like a little
piece of her had been stripped away. I mind as a
teenager a’d try tae embarrass her by holding her
haund. I could feel the callouses on the tips ae
her fingers fae the geetar. Last Christmas, the
pair came roond and I went tae hold Tabby’s
haund at the dinner table, but she pulled away,
“Can an auld man no hold his wee girl’s
haund?”
“A’m thirty, dad.”
But I just grinned and gave her a squeeze. I
could feel the tips ae her fingers were smooth.
She seemed drained, and every time she opened
her mooth, she had tae first look tae Louise, tae
see if it wiz okay. Wan sharp look was all it
took, and mah wee girl would shut her mooth
and sit in stoney silence.

ten all over her face. “Louise,” I say, “cut the
fucking crap. Pay her back, let it end, or I’m
gonnae keep coming back tae embarrass you in
front of all yer fuckin colleagues.”
“This is futile.”
“Don’t use pain tae elevate yerself,” I say
and then I turn back tae the iPad. “Right then.
A’v said mah piece.” I reset it, easy as pie, and
get aff. “Dae the right hing, pay whit you owe.
At least she can get the money. The time and
sanity she may never get back.” I then take mah
cane aff Dreadlocks and sidle oot the sliding
doors, nodding tae the busker as I do.
Might stoap by Guitar-Guitar on mah way
hame, get a wee Taylor fer Tabby.
***

Image : Jane Langan

“I don’t give a fuck aboot
that, hen,” I say, mah words
echoing in the lift. “This is
aboot the way you treated
mah wee girl,” I then turn tae
the fairly substantial crowd
that has gathered below.
“Don’t ken how you’s can
stand this wumman!” No sure
Tabby wants, or needs me tae
dae this, but she’s a wreck
just now. I needed tae dae
suhin.
Of course, the café didn’t
last. Fuck did I ken aboot
cafes? Mah brether got us a
maintenance joab fer the hotels, keeping the lifts gawn.
It was piss easy once I got
the hang ae it.
“You cannae gie her back
any of the time you stole, but
you can at least pay fer the
car, and fer the hoose. You
can dae suhin.” Louise kens
I’m tellin the truth. It’s writMakarelle
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Reserve
by D Larissa Peters

Image: Jane Langan
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Feature: Poem
Love is love is love is love…
by Frank McMahon

Well, obviously, as vole is vole and window window.
The logic is unbreakable but it’s still
a noun mired in its circularity,
a serpent nibbling its tail
locked into its own Socratic debate.
Just open the bloody door marked “transitive verb”
and venture into the universe of actions!

Gift and receipt, offer and acceptance:
feeding at 4am through aching nipples,
cleaning the incontinent sphincter,
on hunger strike for the captive wife,
love all the time persisting, persisting
knackered, yes but still persisting.

Makarelle
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Study the bleak region where no offer is ever made
when every fibre thirsts for it,
abandoned orphans in shit-smeared cots.

Wander discreetly the rooms of offer and rejection
where love and hope have been confounded.

Sit in the public theatre
where love of self, first and always first,
is a black hole of voracious space
and dying time.
Loving is love compounding,
blood and air and water
driving the heart-beat of the cosmos.

Makarelle
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Feature: Flash Fiction
The Obsession
by Lin de Laszlo

And there they were. Decadent. Extraordinarily
expensive.

Could she keep them secret in a house where it
was not allowed to keep secrets?

Perfect. Blood red five inch heel, body darker
than an abyss. Shoes.

Her sisters would be outraged and she would
never be forgiven. If they knew. Mother would
not spare any sympathy for her. If she knew.

Commanding the whole shop window and daring anyone to approach them.
She imagined that she could feel their smoothness. Could imagine running her fingers along
the length of the heels. The silkiness of the insoles. The incredible arch that screamed impossibility. The shape and the sheen of the leather
that made her salivate. How could they not be
hers when they knew her name and called and
called and wouldn’t shut up, even though they
knew she could hear them.

How could any self-respecting woman even
walk in them? How could she even think about
them as if it were normal for her! The fact that
they existed was feeding her temptation like
some kind of drug. She’d read about addiction
and was more afraid of the shoes than any consequence because of them.

Home slash holding cell slash whatever you
wanted to call it.
She had stolen money because of her obsession
with these perfect, beautiful objects in front of
her and that was very bad. The ramifications of
that were too horrible to think about.
Flaunting themselves in front of her eyes!
Taunting her and making her do evil things just
to be near them and to own them. Possibly. Invading her dreams, her thoughts, all the time
since fate had brought them together. If she
could even be bold enough to go into the shop
and ask for them. As if!
Whatever, she could ignore them no longer.

Would they go with how she dressed?
Makarelle
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Feature: Flash Fiction - “The Obsession” by Lin de Laszlo

The staff would think that she was posing as
something that she was not. They wouldn’t believe for a minute that she was simply, well,
what she looked like.

ders knew which one was going to win.

But she had come this far and done terrible
things, and now she had to follow it through
and get this out of her system. She would cross
the bridge of where to hide them and try not to
covet them, when she came to it. She knew that
she would find a way. There had to be an answer and it would come to her. But the guilt
was settling itself in but the angels on her shoul-

Biting her lip, she tucked her hair into her habit
and pushed the door open.

“Just get on with it” said one of the voices.
Which voice she couldn’t be sure but was too
far gone now to care.

***

Until Death Us Do Part
by Lola Langan
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Wild Love
by Mina Ma

You’ve heard a lot of bullshit about us, so I’m setting the
record straight, right here, right now; ask me anything.
Okay, how we met: I was in the middle of the
forest with dad and my brothers – Jim, Andy, and Mike.
It was the first day of hunting season; my first time out
there with them. I hadn’t fired a rifle before, because I’m
the baby of the family, and the only girl, but I knew my
way around them – I’d cleaned them, oiled them, loaded
them for dad and the boys – just never fired one myself,
and dad said it was about time I learned.
We were wearing ugly high-viz jackets, creeping
around, trying not to be seen or make a sound. I was feeling like an idiot, I mean, we were all stumbling about,
tripping over roots, slapping at mosquitoes; no wonder
we hadn’t managed to kill anything. And, you know,
thinking back, dad and the boys never brought much
home from their hunts, for all their efforts.
Anyway, dad found tracks. He held his hand up,
which was his signal, and we froze, then followed behind,
like we’d been taught. It felt like hours. Dad would move
forward a few meters inspecting the ground, stop, check
the wind direction, screw up his brow, take off his hat,
wipe his forehead, then begin again.
Truth be told, I already knew hunting wasn’t for
me. I just wanted it to be over, so I could meet my friends
at the bar. I was probably daydreaming; that’s what I
used to be like, back then.
Then there he was. He rounded a tree, stopped
right in front of us, and reared up on his hind legs. Ten
feet tall, spiky blackness, all meat and fur, teeth and
claws. And there I was. Hot and sweaty, decked out in
Makarelle
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fluorescent orange, which isn’t my colour at all, staring
up at him, holding a rifle. It’s a cliché, but I knew I’d
been hit by cupid’s arrow. Maybe there really are fairies
and gods in the forest, I don’t know, I’ve never seen
them, but I felt it – my heart fluttered, cheeks burned,
pulse raced; all the things you hear about.
I looked to my left, and dad had his rifle raised,
pointed right at Bear, one eye pressed against the sight,
the other squinted closed. I shouted, ‘No!’, or something,
and threw myself at him, knocking the barrel aside. The
shot went wide, and the sound reverberated, scaring all
the birds out of the trees, but Bear stood right where he
was, brave as anything.
‘Why’d you mess up my kill shot, girl?’ dad
asked, looking at me like I was stupid.
‘You can’t kill him,’ I said. ‘I love him.’
I told you it was love at first sight, and I wasn’t
afraid to say it, not even to dad, but he didn’t understand
then, and still doesn’t. I guess he doesn’t believe in true
love and destiny – I mean, we didn’t find Bear, he found
us, which just proves it, right? And you know the real
reason I was in the forest with them? My other brother,
Ben, was sick, and they needed an extra pair of hands, so
it was fate, wasn’t it?
Dad looked like he was about to spit, then Bear
growled, real low and deep, and moved closer. Dad and
the boys fled. I stayed put. Bear reached his paw out to
me, all tender, and I placed my hand in it. We’ve been
together ever since.
Yeah, how they reacted: Mum phoned the rangers, reported me lost. They found me easy enough, of‘Love is Love’ 1/2022
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fered to walk me out of the forest. I declined, so they went
back and told her I was safe and sound, right where dad
had left me. Then, when I didn’t come home that night,
she phoned the police. They found me, too, interviewed
me, and I told them my side of the story. They went back
and, according to the grapevine, said to her, ‘Well, your
daughter’s over eighteen, she can do as she pleases.’
Dad and mum showed up on the edge of the forest, demanding I went home with them, but I refused.
They ordered us to break up, but we didn’t. Mum tried
emotional blackmail, saying, ‘You’ve just gone and broken my heart.’ I told them to go home.
That was that, as far as I was concerned. We
were like Romeo and Juliet; telling us we couldn’t be together, that just made us want to be together even more.
Of course, I know how those lovers ended up, and believe
me, Bear and I’ll fare better than they did.
My aunt let us move into her garage. She’s divorced from mum’s brother, so likes to piss him off by
doing the opposite of what he says. I used the door into
the house, so I could go in the kitchen and bathroom;
Bear used the electric panel door, and went round the side
of the garage into the garden – the forest starts right after
her fence. We were quiet, clean, and didn’t get in my
aunt’s way too much. It wasn’t all plain sailing, but we
knew it was just temporary till we got our own place, so
we made it work. But going from caring about only myself, to caring about something else; that was the easy
part.
Bear proposed.
Yeah, we were moving quick, but we knew it was
right. Have you ever felt like that? No? Oh, you will one
day, I’m sure of it.
We went round to tell my parents. Not to ask
permission, since we knew they’d never give it, but just to
let them know, out of politeness.
They wouldn’t let Bear in the house, so the conversation happened on the front porch.

Dad said, ‘I didn’t raise you to marry no goddamn animal.’
I said, ‘Well, we’re all of us animals, aren’t we?
Deep down. Some more than others, perhaps, but, I
mean, I’ve always thought of myself as being part-animal;
part-wild.’ He had no answer to that. And what’s the difference between a bear killing its food in the forest with
claws and teeth, and a man going into the forest with a
gun? There are different types of wild, and one type is
more natural, kinder, than the other, I’d say.
Mum decided I was under a spell. Went to the
faith healer, the tarot card reader, the herbalist. Asked the
priest to do an exorcism – we’re not even Catholic. She
decided I was crazy. Went to the doctor, begging and demanding they lock me up, for my own protection. Paid a
fancy psychiatrist in the city. I spoke to all of them, like
she asked, and said to all of them, ‘I’m just a woman who
knows what she wants.’ And I’m still here, aren’t I? No
one’s locked me away, so I can’t be crazy.
No, my friends didn’t get it, either. ‘How do you
communicate?’ they asked.
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‘We don’t need a common language,’ I said. ‘I
look in Bear’s eyes, and I know his thoughts, and what’s
in his heart. He tells me stories, without words.’
‘Don’t you both want different things, what with
him being a bear?’ they asked.
‘No; we want the same thing: to be together, forever,’ I said.
They kind of stayed away, after that. I think
they’re jealous, or something. I get it, though; not many
fish in the sea, in this town.
Yeah, I’ve heard people say things like ‘What
do you see in him, anyway?’, and ‘Go back to your own
habitat!’, or ‘Aren’t humans good enough for you?’. We
just ignore them. What do they know, with their closed
minds?
What do I love most about him? The stillness I
find when I’m alone with him. ‘He’s nothing but a creature,’ my dad said. ‘Always will be.’ Well, those words are
meaningless in the forest.
Dark past? Hell no. My past is darker than his! I
can tell by your face you don’t believe me; listen, I’ve
skipped class, shoplifted cheap make-up and body spray
that mum wouldn’t buy me, had a few underage drinks,
smoked the odd joint, and done other things I don’t care
to see in print for the sake of our future kids, but what’s
Bear done? Nothing but roam the forest, scratch at trees,
eat berries, take salmon from the stream – and those
things don’t even belong to anyone, so it’s not like he’s
trespassing, vandalising, or stealing. Despite what some
people say, there are rules in the forest.
Oh, yeah, I forgot; there was that incident with
my uncle. What happened was, we ran into him one day,
on the street. He started yelling, saying things I won’t repeat, and Bear bit him. Now, Bear isn’t used to biting humans, so, yes, my uncle lost his arm, and we’re sorry
about that, but it wasn’t intentional or anything, and really, Bear was provoked.
Yes, there will be kids, and no, I’m not going to
talk about our sex life; it’s private, and I’m sick of people
asking.
No, not even off the record.
You know, I saw an article in another magazine,
where a psychologist said I only love Bear because he’s
ferocious, and can protect me, and that I must have some
childhood trauma. Well, that’s not right at all. I’m the one
who’s ferocious, and my only trauma is people standing in
the way of this relationship.
Make sure you put this part in your story: The
vicar refused to marry us. Said we were ‘an abomination’.
Well, I didn’t want church bells, white lace, and flowers
anyway, and I didn’t want a ceremony performed by
someone with a wicked heart, but the nice lady at the
registry office – Janet – she said if Bear comes from the
forest, then he’s a citizen of this town too, so we could get
married, providing there were no objections. Well, Bear
and I looked at each other, because we knew there’d be
objections, but we also knew we’d handle them.
Of course, Dad had a few things to say to Janet as
soon as he heard about our wedding plans. Told her she
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couldn’t do the ceremony, that she didn’t have permission or authorisation, or something. She told him to go to
hell, but in a more formal way. ‘I know my job, better
than he does,’ she said to me later.
Our wedding was beautiful. Bear with his dark
fur, me with my long crimson dress, matching earrings,
and necklace. We had a two-tier cake, and my aunt came
with her camera and confetti.
Dad showed up, and my brothers, wearing their
high-viz orange, waving their rifles about, and mouthing
off. The surprise was on them; I’d learned to shoot my
rifle in the four weeks since I’d met Bear in the forest,
practicing in my aunt’s back garden with tin cans lined up
on her fence. So, I shot dad. I shot all four of my brothers. If mum had been there, I’d have shot her, too. Just in
the legs, mind; they’re still alive, but limping. No more
hunting trips for them.

With the carnage and moaning bodies lying all
around, Janet did our paperwork. She told us we were a
lovely couple, gave me a little hug, and wished us well.
Then my aunt and Janet threw handfuls of confetti up in the air, and as it floated down around us like a
peach pink blizzard, landing on my hair, Bear’s fur, and
the pools of blood, all the same, I bent down to dad, who
was white in the face, cursing, and clutching his leg. The
old me wanted to say, We will live happily ever after, no
thanks to you, but instead, I said, ‘Thank you for attending.’ Then Bear and I turned, and paw in hand we walked
back into the forest.
***

My Javanese Inamorato
by Dave Sinclair
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Goodbye Auntie G
by Stephanie Green

She died one week after her ninetieth birthday.
The care home assistant saw the fluffy pink
slippers sticking out from under the toilet door.
The slippers that had been a birthday present
from her nephew. She hadn’t liked them; she’d
thrown them down dismissively as she did
with every gift she received. Her nephew suggested that, if she didn’t want the slippers, if
she really did hate the colour, he was sure one
of the other ladies in the home would like
them. She then relented and said, grudgingly,
that she’d keep them. Even if she wasn’t going
to admit it, she loved them. She was always
generous with her giving but she was hopeless
at receiving. It was those fluffy pink slippers
sticking out from under the toilet door that
heralded the demise of that indomitable, cantankerous, bossy and often bloody-minded
spirit that was Auntie G.
Maybe every family has one; the maiden
aunt who is the source of much frustration and
many humorous stories; the maiden aunt who
always gives endless advice about relationships; the childless aunt who always knows
best about how children should be reared; the
elderly aunt who gives endless instructions to
great-nieces about how they should have their
hair styled and the length they should wear
their skirts. She told all the family how they
should run their affairs; she wrote to councillors to tell them how to run the town and to
her MP to advise him on how to run the country. She called us on a regular basis and demanded that we visit her and often we went.
But we didn’t just go because we were summoned, or out of duty. We went because it
was fun to lock horns with her bossiness, or to
listen to her spirited arguments or to enjoy her
redeeming feature, her tremendous sense of
humour. But mainly we went out of love. For
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despite all her attempts to domineer it was always apparent how much she loved her nieces
and nephews and their children. And, despite
the number of times we felt like throttling her,
the love was mutual.
Clearing out the house of a loved relative
is always a heart-rending occupation. We’d
put off the task when she first went into the
nursing home. The explanation we used, to
excuse our laziness, was that there may be a
point when she felt recovered and fit enough to
return to independent living. She didn’t; once
the door had closed behind her, as far as she
was concerned, that was a chapter of her life
closed. All she wanted from the house were
her clothes, her dressing gown and a footstool. The rest of her possessions she told us,
with a dismissive wave of her hand, should be
‘got rid of.’ She was now in a new place with a
new set of people to boss and a bell to ring.
‘Could you tell your aunt that the bell is only
for emergency use, not to summon the staff to
help her with her jigsaw puzzle,’ the care manager requested. Auntie G understood that instruction, afterwards she only rang the bell to
call for help if she felt unwell or dizzy, then
she asked the care assistant, ‘while you are
here can you see where this bit of jigsaw fits?’
In the wardrobe there were clothes with a
scent that over-ruled the background whiff of
mothballs. It was the scent of 4711, the eau-decologne she had worn for years and was so
evocative of her. A beige, well-worn cardigan
brought back memories of her with it wrapped
around her shoulders, sitting too close to the
coal fire. Old but well cared for coats handbags
and shoes spoke of outings to weddings, christenings and funerals when they were briefly
brought out of the protective wrappings. Then
there was the furniture, cared for and polished
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to within an inch of its life which was now carted, unceremoniously, off to the Salvation Army
shop. Her precious nest of tables, which I was
told, was my inheritance but which I didn’t
want, joined the sideboards, sofa and heavy oak
wardrobes. The pans worn by the scouring and
cleaning of years joined the furniture in the removal van. Then there were the kitchen cupboards to empty; tins of peas that still had the
pre-decimal currency price labels on them; herb
and spice packets that were five years and more
beyond their sell-by date; the tins of evaporated
milk, thirty-six of them. Why would anybody
need thirty-six tins of evaporated milk?
In her bedroom drawer we found her old
address book. It was poignant to see that
scrawly handwriting,
which had adorned so
many of our birthday
and Christmas cards,
still alive. It was a
book that dated back
years so we didn’t recognise many of the
names and many of
the ones we did recognise were crossed
through. It appeared
that once a friend or
relative died they received a thick black
scribble across their
name. She was the
eldest of four children
who all had passed
away years ago. Her
siblings names in the Image courtesy of the Oliver Archives
address book had
joined her deceased
friends, and neighbours in being boldly crossed
out. She always looked forward, never back.
She never seemed to grieve, she put a line
through the dead friends and relatives and
moved on. She simply treated funerals as a social occasion, a time to catch up with old acquaintances, not as a time of sadness or reflection. She loudly greeted everyone she knew, enquired after their families and looked forward to
the following wake. Maybe that was the secret
of her longevity the fact that she didn’t dwell on
what couldn’t be altered, she didn’t grieve for
what had gone, she lived in the present.
There were very few photographs amongst
her personal possessions. One or two of us as
children, one of a much younger her holding a
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baby; black and white pictures taken in an unrecognised summer garden. There was one of
her and her two brothers and her sister, all smiling and dressed in tennis whites. Three fit and
good-looking young people and herself, shorter
dumpier and plain. As an elderly lady she bore
a striking resemblance to a gargoyle but it appeared that she never was much of a looker.
The ugly duckling amongst the swans; yet that
ugly duckling out-lived all the beautiful swans.
In the drawer was a small diary dated
1942. Many of the pages had been removed,
many were blank or simply had a time and an
initialled reference against them, only five pages
remained intact and filled in.
Friday March 27th: Met up with Mavis and
Douglas. Mavis brought
Johnny along and we
went out for afternoon
tea. A lovely day. Hope I
get to meet Johnny again.
Sunday April 26th: First
Sunday off for months,
the four of us went for a
long walk in the woods.
Johnny was great fun.
Saturday May 9th: Dance
at the mess. Good band.
Didn’t dance. Sat at the
bar with Johnny. Had
too many G&T’s. Had to
hold each other up going
back to barracks.
Wednesday 10th June:
Mavis was on duty so just
Johnny and me met up.
Went to cinema. Daylight when we came out
so went for a walk.
th
Saturday 25 July: So busy recently this first
time that Johnny and me have the same day off.
Went for drink then for a walk. Warm night. Full
moon. Stayed out until sun-rise. Wish the night had
never ended.
That was it, the rest of the pages had been
removed. Had the relationship with Johnny
progressed or simply floundered in the mire of
wartime Britain? In that fragile time did Johnny
survive? Did he have a wife far away from
where they were stationed? Where were they
stationed? The diary gave no clues. Yet the diary did give a brief insight into the person she
was before she became the eternally elderly,
perennial spinster Auntie G that we all knew.
The person in the diary was a complete stranger
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to us, a younger, brighter person who drank too
many G & T’s and went walking in the moonlight with Johnny. My ten-year old daughter
once asked Auntie G if she had ever been in
love. I flinched at the temerity of a child asking
a question that we would never have dared to
ask. I expected that she would get a sharp response, but Auntie G smiled and replied ‘once,’
then before any further questions could be asked
she bustled off to make the tea. We never bothered to ask any questions about her past and she
never willingly talked about it. She once or
twice mentioned she’d worked in the War Office in London during the war and when a
friend was visiting with me, she unexpectedly
started to talk to him about being stationed in
post-war Germany and the hatred of the Germans for the occupying troops. I vowed that
next time I visited I would ask her more about
her war years and about her youth, but I never
did. My cousin, David, insisted that she was a
sergeant major during the war, he said it was
the way she carried her umbrella as if it was a
swagger stick that gave it away. I don’t think
there was a rank of sergeant-major in the ATS, I
think, David’s theory had more to do with her
attitude than her rank. After the war she turned
her sergeant-major inclinations towards the staff
at a shipping company. She commanded a
squadron of girls; typists, clerks and comptometer operators with strict rules and discipline.
After I had found that diary, when it was
far too late, I regretted not having asked about
her past but even if I had maybe she wouldn’t
have been forth-coming. The past was the past,
not something to wallow in. Why do we only
realise that the life the elderly had lived was full
and interesting when it is too late to ask them to
talk of it?
At her funeral the eulogy, from a vicar
who didn’t know her, was surprisingly relevant
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to her life. He talked of times lived before we
came into her life; it was almost as if he’d had
access to that fragment of her diary. The funeral
was also surprisingly well attended for a ninetyyear-old who had so many names crossed out of
her address book. ‘They’re just here to make
sure she’s finally been consumed by the flames,’
said my cousin, Andrea, unkindly. ‘I kept expecting her to sit up in her coffin and tell me I
should be crying and I shouldn’t wear black because it makes me look sallow. That’s what she
told me at my father’s funeral.’ There were a
few tears shed but when a person lives to that
age there can be no real lasting regrets about
their passing. I stood outside the crematorium,
trying to talk to those non-relatives who had
come to say their last farewells to her.
A frail and delicate-looking elderly lady
with fine fluffy hair escaping from under a black
felt hat touched my arm. ‘I’m an old friend of
your aunts,’ she told me in a thin voice, ‘I’m
Dora Johnson.’ She must have noticed, from
the blank expression on my face, that the name
meant nothing to me. ‘Didn’t your aunt ever
talk about me?’ she asked.
‘No, but then my aunt rarely talked about
her past,’ I told her. She looked crest-fallen.
‘How did you know her?’ I asked gently.
‘During the war we worked at Bletchley
Park,’ she paused. We watched the black hearse
moving away slowly down the road. Tears
formed in her eyes and one slowly trickled
down her powdered, wizened cheek, ‘Are you
sure she never mentioned me? I wanted to tell
her, ‘Yes, she often talked about you,’ but I
couldn’t lie. She lapsed into a quiet thoughtful
silence. ‘Although if she talked about me, she
wouldn’t have called me Dora, my dear Gretta
always called me Johnny.’
***
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A Dog’s Last Days
by Chris Robbins
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An Angel in Time
by Ken Smith

I can see for miles today. The air is purer than
the finest glass.
I’m standing on the ledge looking out, framed
in a crumbling curve of limestone. All obstacles
to sight are dissolved and I am open to everything; to all that moves below and around me.
Everything is immediate: no matter how near
or far, everything is poised on the edge of touch
– everything is … present. I can see over the
entire city, through all its crevices, into its warm
corners, along its angry, seeping alleyways.
I can’t recall whether it was a gift or a punishment to be sent to this place. It can feel so exhilarating and so wearisome. I am settled now
upon this stone, its winged shape echoing my
shimmering eternal form – and I look out.
Today, on this crystal-splitting morning, it
doesn’t seem to matter why I was sent. Nor
can I remember precisely when I came here,
into the world. It was an immensely long time
ago and yet it seems as if it were only this
morning. Days and years disperse in all directions, well beyond the possibility of holding
them still. I have noticed a change, though,
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since I came here: a drawing in of time. I have
started to see the things that happen solidifying
as memories, fixed and curiously sharp, whereas the visions I saw before were unbounded and
flowed freely. Now, I remember seeing the city
burn, once when it was made of wood and mud
by overwrought hands; and then later, when its
supposedly more permanent bricks and stone
vainly sought to fight off the flames. I remember when death fell from the sky. I remember
seeing the city rising from the fields.
Sometimes I still try to find a reason for my
presence here. I may have asked, too keenly,
why this world was created and tucked into a
far off, small corner of everywhere else. I may
have asked what its purpose is. That was my
presumption: to ask and not accept. And
though from that moment I had no choice but
to be sent, it was never made clear whether I
was to be a witness or a guardian, a messenger
or a fearless blazer of signs across the sky?
There was no time for conversation about such
things, only the lightning strike of a divine
wish, as I was despatched, with the pointing of
a finger.
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Because helplessly, foolishly, I gave my presumptuous questions form. Though they were
just the flickering of thought, they revealed my
unforeseen flaw, my sin – even when I was
meant to be perfect. I’d heard that evil had been
put into the world so that souls could be forgiven. And about this I was unsure. I was unconvinced. It seemed insufficient and I wondered if
good and evil had the same face. That was
when I was brought to stand before the origin of
all things and saw the hand stretching out in
judgement. I felt crushed, diminished. The finger pointed and cast me out. It was done. And
I found myself here, never falling nor rising,
simply and suddenly displaced and possessing a
deeper dissatisfaction, a deeper absence; an unease that I never knew before.

ing of the wish, I can be somewhere else. I can
leave this niche and be closer to the places below where suffering and kindness wrestle and
writhe repeatedly; though I’m not allowed to
rest a hand on any soul’s shoulder and bring release. Perhaps that is my punishment: to be infected by the melancholy of souls and their anxiety over what may occur tomorrow. On a day
like today, when nothing is hidden and the air is
so clear, the breath of their yearning reaches me.
I inhale the pain of it and of how, for those
souls, time shrinks into only one possibility and
charity can seem merely a transient blessing.
Then the timelessness of my birth becomes another memory that I struggle to hold on to and I
am aware of having been sent away to a place
with brittle and uncertain boundaries.

The building on which I stand was once raised
in recognition of such power. Inside its walls a
kaleidoscope of stories twists and turns, painted
in praise of what lives behind the sky and how it
reveals itself on this side, incomprehensibly, in
the world that I’m visiting. The pictures strive
to show the nature of the one who sent me here
and to explain the immaculate emptiness
through which I used to fly. It is, of course, an
impossible task. Occasionally, radiating from
beneath these images, I hear a choir singing,
weaving lines of praise and supplication. Listening, it feels as if I’m present at a wonderful
banquet and yet the music leaves me wanting;
though I wonder if the lesson from my being
here is that I should cherish that music unquestioningly. But the sound, the rising smoke of it,
never has satisfied me. And it is this lack, this
fracture of faith, that slipped out from under my
wings an immeasurably long time ago and took
me here.

I see the regret and rejoicing all around me and
cannot, must not, intervene. I know I would be
shattered and hurled to the ends of everywhere,
if I were to reach out. Everything is on the edge
of touch and resolution is forbidden to me.

I have watched and waited. I’ve seen so much
from this ledge: proud coronations; the tearing
limb from limb of supposed recreants; the surging of plagues and plenitudes; glorious arrivals
and bitter departures. I’ve watched celebration
and revolt, the abuse of innocence and the surprise of mercy, harsh injustice and tender restitution. I have even looked down upon the terrible and hopeful movements of nations and the
confusion of their peoples. It has all been so
long and it is still only a single stroke of a sparrow’s wing. And it repeats and I watch and
wait - and wonder still.

Though I do not know how to measure the
length of my exile, the aching need to do so
seems only to rise and fall with the changing
desires of the souls I’ve stood beside. It ebbs
and flows through me and has its own impermanence, because I have been allowed to understand the illusion of time: how it curves and
folds, how the shapes within it shift and how
everything collapses upon itself and then reemerges. Happily, it is a knowledge that has
been left to me, despite my transgression. And I
know something more, now: that my ignorance
of the purpose of this world is of little importance.
I am fortunate. My wings still shimmer, and
my magnificence remains. I believe I will return
and settle again in the sweet emptiness of my
creation. Perhaps that is simply to hope for forgiveness. Watching and waiting in this stony
place, I’ve learned the vanity of seeking explanations; and that the answer to my presumptuous questions, to all my doubting, is love. It is
the thing that sustains ... only, and always, love.
***

And sometimes, as the power for it was left to
me with my wings, within a second of conceivMakarelle
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Rickety Bridge
by Pri Victor

There is a rickety bridge
groaning in the way old men often do
trails of bread crumb rot to follow
flailings mute with dust
a soreness of the unseen. I call
to fetch a hammer and some tape
while I gather broken pieces
my splinter arms hold the fumes
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in the middle of our bed
wood beaten to wrinkled flesh
the rope rail a balding mane
it grunts with these lone breaths
you over our rickety bridge
nails to pierce this porous wood
those wasted ringlets of ash
in a sleepy hope of mending.
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Whisper My Name
by Louise Johnson
It wasn’t hard to make an appointment with
her at 6pm on a Friday night. Most of the shops
in this sleepy little town on the Cote d’Azur
were already closed, their shutters down, and
few people hung around its pedestrianized centre, save a couple of elderly ladies out walking
their well-groomed lap dogs.
‘Attends, I will see if I can fit you in,’

Annette had said, semi-convincingly, when I’d
rung the beauty salon the day before.
In the background, I could hear the rustle of papers. I imagined her flipping through a
virgin white diary, with just a few pencilled-in
bookings for earlier that day.
‘Ah, you’re in luck,’ she said, after an
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appropriate amount of time. ‘A cancellation
has just come up. We can fit you in for a massage tomorrow at 6.’
She asked for my name. ‘Sarah. You’re
English? Charmante. A bientot!’
I knew how to find the salon. You see,
I’d walked past it countless times before, hoping to catch a glimpse of her. A clue. What did
she have that I didn’t? I’d twisted myself into
agonizing shapes asking that question.
The town was silent and empty. I could
hear my own footfall on the cobbled streets.
From the town square, the church bells rang
six times. I’d be there soon. Only a little late,
just enough to make her wonder if I was going
to show up.
At the end of the street, I caught sight of
the manicured town park through the fading
light. We’d played boules there once on its
gravel pitch. I’d thrown a ball so hard it had
ricocheted up and hit a cypress tree. That was
the last time we’d laughed together. Things
were easy then.
Beyond, the mountains reared up at the
back of town. Ghostly purple shapes. I could
no longer see the scrubby rock and stunted olive trees on their surface nor hear the screech of
cicadas, calling out for a mate before they died.
‘Bella donna,’ was written in swirly font
above the salon’s candy pink awning. The décor inside was the same colour. Just looking at
it made me queasy.
I rang the bell and waited to be buzzed
in. The door clicked open and from behind a
striped pink and white curtain down a narrow
corridor, I heard paper being laid out on the
massage bed and Annette say:
‘Wait, please. I prepare your room.
Desolee.’
I sat down on an ornate, gold-edged
chair in reception and stared at the photos
hung above the cash desk opposite. A model
with long claws for nails, posed with her hands
on her hips to best show them off. Then, some
snaps of the salon’s Christmas party. I stood
up, went in closer. Which one was she? A line
of confident young women with glossy hair
and Bardot lips smiled at the camera. Again, a
gut twist. If I looked like that, would he love
me?
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On the counter, a scented candle gave
off a sickly, sweet smell. My head throbbed;
my left eye twitched from fatigue. If I left now
– just walked out the door – no one would
know I’d been here. I could do it, do it now.
‘Enfin, j’arrive.’
Annette was there, in front of me.
‘Welcome to the salon.’
She was the girl at the centre of the photo; the prettiest one. The girl your eyes naturally gravitated towards. Her tunic fitted her snugly. ‘Sometimes, a little fat isn’t bad,’ he’d once
said and I understood straightaway. Curves. A
bottom. Boobs. Not one skinny long line, like
me. I imagined him grabbing hold of that big
backside as he kissed her mouth, her neck, then
made his way down. It was a delicious pain. I
deserved it; I was nothing.
Annette led me back down the corridor but I’d
had time to take in her clear complexion and
tiny, ski slope nose. As I followed, I pushed up
my own crooked hooter with one hand. Once,
when we’d lain in bed together, I’d woken up
flat on my back. I’d turned towards him to see
him staring at my profile, a look of distaste on
his face.
‘Lie down and make yourself comfortable,’ she said. ‘You can remove your top but
leave the rest.’
I placed my bag and jacket on a folding
chair, stripped off my jumper and then settled
down on my stomach, my face in the breathing
hole. She fiddled with the sound system and
then soft, mood music emanated from the
speakers; the whoosh of waves on a tropical
beach, the chirrup of exotic birds. Next, she
went to the sink and rinsed her hands before
dimming the lights so there was just a hazy,
orange glow in the room. Using her thumbs to
pinpoint knots in my back, she dug hard into
my flesh. For a moment, I shut my eyes and
sunk into it, as one might if it was a warm
bath.
‘You store a lot of stress in your shoulders.’
‘I sit behind a computer all day. What
do you expect?’
‘That’s okay,’ she replied, seemingly
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unaware of my harsh tone. ‘I’ll take away all
your aches and pains. Tonight, you will sleep
like a baby.’
As she worked, I visualised her hands
kneading him. Would her experience with the
human body mean she was responsive to his
every need? Or maybe she’d just lie there in
bed, submissive as a geisha. My skin crawled.
It was torture to think of them together. When
we made love, he’d whisper my name in my
ear. Did he do the same to her?

‘Annette,’ I murmured, trying out the
name for its sound on my lips.
‘Do you want me to stop?’ she asked.
‘Is it too much?’
When I didn’t reply, she asked me to
flip over. As I did so, she went off for more
massage oil. It had Ayurvedic properties, she
droned on. They would help to rebalance me.
How did he put up with her? Maybe he was
less smart than I thought? I’d been bewitched
by his beauty and excused the gaps in his
knowledge, our lack of compatibility. He was
different, exotic. Who cared about common
ground when a deep bond connected us, far
stronger than a shared interest in the same
books, films or music?
While her back was turned, I opened
my eyes and grabbed hold of some tweezers
next to a tissue box. I lay down again and tested their sharpness on the palm of my hand.
Their pincers were like spikes.

I’d rung him a hundred times, begging
him to take me back. When he stopped taking
my calls, I texted him. Over and over, I told
him the reasons he needed me in his life. So
why did he end up ghosting me?
‘Now I will concentrate on your front,’
Annette said, on her return.
With broad, sweeping motions, she
massaged lemony-smelling oil into my neck
and shoulder blades. Starting gently, she gradually increased the pressure before making
small circles at the base of my head. How
good it felt. Months had passed since I’d last
been touched and my body craved it like a
Class A drug.
‘Do you have a boyfriend?’ I asked her.
It had just slipped out; I couldn’t help myself.
Her kneading slacked off.
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‘It’s complicated.’
‘Join the club,’ I replied, hoping to
draw her out. Now, she leant over me, her
face close to mine. Her scent was heavy, with
strong musky notes. Did it mask the smell of
cigarette smoke?
‘My boyfriend is the most perfect man
I’ve ever met,’ she said.
‘Lucky you. In what way?’
‘Oh… he’s beau. Clever. Mysterious,
you could say. You see, he doesn’t come from
around here. I can show you a photo, if you’d
like?’
‘Please.’
She took her phone from her tunic
pocket and flicked through her photo album.
They were on the beach together, holding
hands. She was in a red bikini while he wore
navy blue Speedo trunks, I’d seen hanging up
to dry in his flat. There was an ice cream hut
in the background and the palm-fringed Promenade des Anglais. Someone else must have
taken the picture. They did things together,
with his friends. Like a real couple.
I jabbed the tweezers into my hand,
hoping their razor-sharp pincers might draw
blood. I’d go for her eyes first. Her sky-blue
eyes. Would he love her then?
‘You look so happy.’ The pain ripped
me apart.
She said nothing, just kept on prodding. But now I sensed her mind was elsewhere. After releasing some kinks on the right
side of my neck, she forgot to do the same on
the left and switched to a new area.
I suddenly felt a warm plop on my
face. It ran towards my lips. I licked them.
Salt, not oil. I opened my eyes. Tears rolled
down her cheeks, smudging her mascara.
‘Have I said something wrong?’
‘It’s not that,’ she began.
‘No?’
‘No… It’s just that over the last few
weeks, he’s been distant with me, less involved. Sometimes he says he’ll show up and
then doesn’t appear. I think he must be seeing
someone else.’
The tweezers slipped from my grasp.
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It wasn’t hard to make an appointment with her
at 6pm on a Friday night. Most of the shops in
this sleepy little town on the Cote d’Azur were
already closed, their shutters down, and few people hung around its pedestrianized centre, save a
couple of elderly ladies out walking their wellgroomed lap dogs.
‘Attends, I will see if I can fit you in,’ Annette had said, semi-convincingly, when I’d rung
the beauty salon the day before.
In the background, I could hear the rustle
of papers. I imagined her flipping through a virgin white diary, with just a few pencilled-in
bookings for earlier that day.
‘Ah, you’re in luck,’ she said, after an appropriate amount of time. ‘A cancellation has
just come up. We can fit you in for a massage
tomorrow at 6.’
She asked for my name. ‘Sarah. You’re
English? Charmante. A bientot!’
I knew how to find the salon. You see,
I’d walked past it countless times before, hoping
to catch a glimpse of her. A clue. What did she
have that I didn’t? I’d twisted myself into agonizing shapes asking that question.
The town was silent and empty. I could
hear my own footfall on the cobbled streets.
From the town square, the church bells rang six
times. I’d be there soon. Only a little late, just
enough to make her wonder if I was going to
show up.
At the end of the street, I caught sight of
the manicured town park through the fading
light. We’d played boules there once on its gravel pitch. I’d thrown a ball so hard it had ricocheted up and hit a cypress tree. That was the
last time we’d laughed together. Things were
easy then.
Beyond, the mountains reared up at the
back of town. Ghostly purple shapes. I could no
longer see the scrubby rock and stunted olive
trees on their surface nor hear the screech of cicadas, calling out for a mate before they died.
‘Bella donna,’ was written in swirly font
above the salon’s candy pink awning. The décor
inside was the same colour. Just looking at it
made me queasy.
I rang the bell and waited to be buzzed
in. The door clicked open and from behind a
striped pink and white curtain down a narrow
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corridor, I heard paper being laid out on the
massage bed and Annette say:
‘Wait, please. I prepare your room. Desolee.’
I sat down on an ornate, gold-edged chair
in reception and stared at the photos hung above
the cash desk opposite. A model with long claws
for nails, posed with her hands on her hips to
best show them off. Then, some snaps of the salon’s Christmas party. I stood up, went in closer.
Which one was she? A line of confident young
women with glossy hair and Bardot lips smiled
at the camera. Again, a gut twist. If I looked like
that, would he love me?
On the counter, a scented candle gave off
a sickly, sweet smell. My head throbbed; my left
eye twitched from fatigue. If I left now – just
walked out the door – no one would know I’d
been here. I could do it, do it now.
‘Enfin, j’arrive.’
Annette was there, in front of me.

‘Welcome to the salon.’
She was the girl at the centre of the photo; the prettiest one. The girl your eyes naturally
gravitated towards. Her tunic fitted her snugly.
‘Sometimes, a little fat isn’t bad,’ he’d once said
and I understood straightaway. Curves. A bottom. Boobs. Not one skinny long line, like me. I
imagined him grabbing hold of that big backside
as he kissed her mouth, her neck, then made his
way down. It was a delicious pain. I deserved it;
I was nothing.
Annette led me back down the corridor but I’d
had time to take in her clear complexion and tiny, ski slope nose. As I followed, I pushed up
my own crooked hooter with one hand. Once,
when we’d lain in bed together, I’d woken up
flat on my back. I’d turned towards him to see
him staring at my profile, a look of distaste on
his face.
‘Lie down and make yourself comfortable,’ she said. ‘You can remove your top but
leave the rest.’
I placed my bag and jacket on a folding
chair, stripped off my jumper and then settled
down on my stomach, my face in the breathing
hole. She fiddled with the sound system and
then soft, mood music emanated from the speak‘Love is Love’ 1/2022
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ers; the whoosh of waves on a tropical beach,
the chirrup of exotic birds. Next, she went to the
sink and rinsed her hands before dimming the
lights so there was just a hazy, orange glow in
the room. Using her thumbs to pinpoint knots in
my back, she dug hard into my flesh. For a moment, I shut my eyes and sunk into it, as one
might if it was a warm bath.
‘You store a lot of stress in your shoulders.’

Annette said, on her return.
With broad, sweeping motions, she massaged lemony-smelling oil into my neck and
shoulder blades. Starting gently, she gradually
increased the pressure before making small circles at the base of my head. How good it felt.
Months had passed since I’d last been touched
and my body craved it like a Class A drug.
‘Do you have a boyfriend?’ I asked her.
It had just slipped out; I couldn’t help myself.

‘I sit behind a computer all day. What do
you expect?’
‘That’s okay,’ she replied, seemingly unaware of my harsh tone. ‘I’ll take away all your
aches and pains. Tonight, you will sleep like a
baby.’
As she worked, I visualised her hands
kneading him. Would her experience with the
human body mean she was responsive to his
every need? Or maybe she’d just lie there in bed,
submissive as a geisha. My skin crawled. It was
torture to think of them together. When we
made love, he’d whisper my name in my ear.
Did he do the same to her?
‘Annette,’ I murmured, trying out the
name for its sound on my lips.
‘Do you want me to stop?’ she asked. ‘Is
it too much?’
When I didn’t reply, she asked me to flip
over. As I did so, she went off for more massage
oil. It had Ayurvedic properties, she droned on.
They would help to rebalance me. How did he
put up with her? Maybe he was less smart than I
thought? I’d been bewitched by his beauty and
excused the gaps in his knowledge, our lack of
compatibility. He was different, exotic. Who
cared about common ground when a deep bond
connected us, far stronger than a shared interest
in the same books, films or music?
While her back was turned, I opened my
eyes and grabbed hold of some tweezers next to
a tissue box. I lay down again and tested their
sharpness on the palm of my hand. Their pincers were like spikes.
I’d rung him a hundred times, begging
him to take me back. When he stopped taking
my calls, I texted him. Over and over, I told him
the reasons he needed me in his life. So why did
he end up ghosting me?
‘Now I will concentrate on your front,’
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Her kneading slacked off.
‘It’s complicated.’
‘Join the club,’ I replied, hoping to draw
her out. Now, she leant over me, her face close
to mine. Her scent was heavy, with strong
musky notes. Did it mask the smell of cigarette
smoke?
‘My boyfriend is the most perfect man
I’ve ever met,’ she said.
‘Lucky you. In what way?’

‘Oh… he’s beau. Clever. Mysterious,
you could say. You see, he doesn’t come from
around here. I can show you a photo, if you’d
like?’
‘Please.’
She took her phone from her tunic pocket and flicked through her photo album. They
were on the beach together, holding hands. She
was in a red bikini while he wore navy blue
Speedo trunks, I’d seen hanging up to dry in his
flat. There was an ice cream hut in the background and the palm-fringed Promenade des
Anglais. Someone else must have taken the picture. They did things together, with his friends.
Like a real couple.
I jabbed the tweezers into my hand, hoping their razor-sharp pincers might draw blood.
I’d go for her eyes first. Her sky-blue eyes.
Would he love her then?
‘You look so happy.’ The pain ripped me
apart.
She said nothing, just kept on prodding.
But now I sensed her mind was elsewhere. After
releasing some kinks on the right side of my
neck, she forgot to do the same on the left and
switched to a new area.
I suddenly felt a warm plop on my face.
It ran towards my lips. I licked them. Salt, not
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oil. I opened my eyes. Tears rolled down her
cheeks, smudging her mascara.

corridor. In reception, Annette waved away my
credit card.

‘Have I said something wrong?’

‘There’s no charge. I’m sorry about today. Please come again. I promise I’ll be in better shape. You came here to relax. It’s not fair
on you.’

‘It’s not that,’ she began.
‘No?’
‘No… It’s just that over the last few
weeks, he’s been distant with me, less involved.
Sometimes he says he’ll show up and then
doesn’t appear. I think he must be seeing someone else.’

‘I like to listen. I find you discover a lot.’
I gave her a tentative hug. Her shoulders
felt thin, crushable.
‘Goodnight. Take care,’ I heard myself
saying.

The tweezers slipped from my grasp.
‘Perhaps you shouldn’t take it so personally,’ I said. ‘He might have a lot on his mind?’
‘I thought of that but no, I don’t think
so. When his friends come round, he’s the same
with them. It’s just with me that things have
changed. I don’t know how to win him back.’
Annette wasn’t my enemy. She was a
casualty, like me.
‘Maybe I should leave now?’
She nodded and attempted a smile.
‘Thank you for listening.’
I climbed off the couch and pulled my
top on again. My limbs felt heavy, as if all the
adrenaline was draining away.
‘Try not to worry. I’m sure things will
work out. I mean, look at you. Is there a man in
the world who wouldn’t want you?’
‘That’s what my girlfriends say,’ she
said, half-crying, half-laughing. ‘But I think he
wants someone smarter than me. I talk to him
about women’s things – nails, the latest facials,
what the clients have said to me that day.
Sometimes I catch him far away, not listening.
When my beauty fades, what then?’
‘Us women have it tough, huh?’
I walked back down the candle-scented

She shut the door behind me and when I
glanced back, she was already on her phone, no
doubt ringing him to see where he was and
what he was doing. He would hate her clinginess. He’d know how to use it.
I went down to the old port and walked by the
boats, whose masts chinked together in the
evening breeze. The moon was a perfect crescent, as if it was grinning at me, and the sea
looked silky black. Fairy lights, strung along the
sea wall, swayed back and forth.
No one else was around.
I took the tweezers from my pocket and
hurled them into the water. They vanished,
with barely a sound. Let the sea claim them.
Gulls wheeled overhead while the date
palms on the promenade, swished their green
fronds. I was okay on my own; I didn’t need
him. I tugged up the sleeves of my jumper and
let the balmy sea air caress my bare arms. A
fisherman, taking in his nets, smiled at me.
‘Bonsoir, mademoiselle.’
I wished him the same. Maybe, it could
be a good evening after all.
***

Image: Jane Langan
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by Sarah Quibell
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Valentine Tango
by Jacqueline Jay Wilde
Hey auld yin,
Am an auld yin tae!
Ye wanna dance a tango?
Get down and dirty wi me
Haudin ma ain,
an you wi your rose clamped
in atween yir fawse teeth.
An me wi ma gammy leg tae.
Hey auld yin
Am an auld yin tae!
I’m drunk on thae martinis,
Just about staunin’, wi you
Haudin ma airm.
Up stairs that are softer
than thon red satin pillaes
Ye bought me last Valentines.
Mind that night, auld yin?
You wi no a stitch oan ye
And me in ma ‘negligent’
Oot ae ma trousseau,
Jist oot the registrar’s
Me still a virgin,
Desperate tae hae ye,
You haudin back a bit,
Then coming tae me.
Aye, Auld yin.
Howzaboot you and me
Once mair roon this empty flair?
Maybe no a tango,
Maybe a wee moon dance Maybe we’ll click
Like we did afore
A wee whiley back, eh?
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Tweeting Jolene
by Elizabeth Eastwood
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Discovering Kaela
by Ron Hardwick

I recall that evening distinctly. I was in my living-room, reading a railway magazine, and I’d
just reached an exciting bit about National Coal
Board saddle-tanks when I heard a noise in the
passage. Being of a nervous disposition, I received quite a shock. Burglars, no doubt, after
my collection of station nameplates. I picked up
a poker from the fireplace and crept stealthily
out of the room. I raised it above my head and
brandished it like an English axe at Crècy.
‘Don’t hit me, please. I’m unarmed.’
I stood frozen, hand upraised, like a policeman on point duty about to halt the traffic,
and stared at the apparition cowering before me.
I count myself experienced regarding the
female gender, although all my romances have
been rather short and unsuccessful. I could
therefore swear it was a woman, but I’d never
seen a woman with a blue face before. She was
small, exquisitely pretty and slender as an aspen.
Her eyes were of a pellucid green and spaced
wide apart, which gave her a distinctly feline
look. She was wearing a full-length coat made
from something that resembled kitchen foil. I
could tell she was terrified. I advanced towards
her and she shrank into a corner.
‘How did you get in here?’ I asked. ‘The
front door’s locked.’
‘I don’t know,’ she said. ‘I was supposed
to land on Boria Seven but I found myself here.
Where am I?’
Flat Two, Nine Bulstrode Crescent,
Hemel Hempstead.’
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‘Not Boria Seven?’
‘No.’
I wondered if she’d escaped from some
lunatic asylum, though I didn’t think there were
any left these days, as it’s all about care in the
community. I could think of no other reason
why she should paint her face blue and wrap
herself in Baco-foil. I would have to tread carefully. You never knew when these people could
turn violent. Although she was petite and looked
harmless enough, she might be immensely
strong and capable of doing me some serious
damage.
She looked around her in a bewildered
fashion.
‘What is this place?’
‘It’s my home. I live here.’
‘It is indeed strange.’
‘That’s the wallpaper. I quite like eau de
nil with purple stripes.’
‘Can you offer me shelter? The cold is
seeping into my consciousness and I feel unwell.’
‘You’d better come into the living-room.
There’s a fire burning.’
She followed me.
‘Sit down on the easy chair next to the
fire.’
She nodded and sat, knees together,
hands in her lap. They were blue, too. I wondered if that was the cold.
Presently, suitably warmed, she asked if
she could remove her coat. I told her she could.
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Underneath, she wore a purple dress
made of some material that looked like seersucker, but wasn’t, as it glowed, as if coated
with phosphorus.
‘You’re blue all over,’ I said.
‘Blue?’
‘Your skin colour. Blue.’
‘You are not blue?’
‘No, I’m white. I’m English.’
‘Do you have a name?’
‘Yes.’
‘Would you care to reveal it to me?’
‘Brian Montague.’
‘She repeated it, carefully pronouncing
each letter in turn.
‘And you are?’ I asked.
‘Kaela.’
‘Forgive me for asking,’ I said. ‘But it
would seem that you don’t come from round
here. You’re from Brackley, perhaps?’
‘No. Dravus.’
‘I’m not aware of that town. Mind, I
don’t know Wales all that well.’
‘It’s a planet in the Leporus Galaxy.’
A red mist swirled in front of my eyes
and the next minute I was flat on my face in the
shag-pile. I came round to find Kaela kneeling
beside me, patting my hand.
‘I have shocked you, Brian Montague.’
‘No, you haven’t. I like lying face-down
on the carpet.’
‘You will shelter and protect me?’
‘I suppose so.’
I asked her if she was hungry.
‘Yes.’
I led her into the kitchen.
‘I’ll consume this.’
She picked up a tea-bag and with the sort
of slurping noise an emptying sink makes, ingested it.
‘Thank you. I am replete. Now I require
rest.’
’You can have my bed. I’ll sleep on the
couch.’
‘There is no need for that.’
Kaela leaned against the wall, closed her
eyes and within seconds was comatose.
When I came down the next morning,
she was in the same position.
I busied myself with breakfast, and soon
the smell of bacon wafted around the flat.
‘What is that vile odour?’
‘It’s frying bacon.’
‘I do not know how you can consume
such miserable fare. Have you any more of
Makarelle

those food bags?’
She sat down at my breakfast bar.
‘What am I going to do with you?’ I said.
‘I have to go to work.’
‘Take me to your place of work.’
‘Kaela. There is a bit of a problem. Here
in Hemel Hempstead, we’re not used to blue
ladies from the planet Dravus. You might
frighten a few people on the train. Some of
them are so old they’re just one shock away
from eternal rest.’
‘Train? What is this train of which you
speak?’
‘It’s a sort of carriage with wheels that
runs on steel rails.’
‘Where is your place of employment?’
‘Sixty, Euston Road, London.’
‘Take my hand.’
I did so. It was soft and comforting, like
marshmallow.
She fiddled with a tiny box that that was
strapped to her waist.
I felt a whooshing sensation that made
my ears pop and the next second I was standing
next to her on the floor of my office.
‘Kaela, what have you done?’
‘I simply used my Universe Travel Facilitator, "Yootoof" for short. It is flawed, which is
why I ended up here and not Boria Seven, but I
reasoned that it would be able to calculate short
distances and bring us here without the need to
use your carriage on steel rails.’
I am an accountant by profession and I
had some tedious ledger entries to make.
‘What are you engaged in doing?’ asked
Kaela.
‘Making some ledger entries in my computer.’
She waved a hand and the ledger entries
appeared on my screen as if by magic.
Kaela, that’s a day’s work done.’
‘Good, now we can go.’
There came a tap on my office door and
Len Clark opened it. He’s my assistant - not too
bright but dogged as….well…..a dog.
‘Sorry, Bruce, I didn’t know you had…’
He saw Kaela and his jaw dropped like a
ton of coal into a bunker.
‘What’s the matter, Len, haven’t you
seen a woman from Dravus before?’
‘Oh my good God,’ exclaimed Len as he
rushed from the room.
‘Told you,’ I said to her.
She shrugged her shoulders.
As the days went by, I felt more and
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more protective of her. We did go out, walking
in the park when we knew no-one would be
about, much of her face concealed by one of my
scarves and a hat I’d bought pulled low across
her brow.
We chatted about this and that. I filled
her in about some aspects of life on Earth and
she explained a little about her home world,
though much of it was way beyond my comprehension.
Kaela was never bored. She either
whizzed me through the ether to the office and
did my work for me, or she was forever making
adjustments to her Yootoof. I was careful that
no-one but Len should know of her existence, so
I asked her to hide behind my office coat-rack if
anyone knocked at the door.
We watched television together most
evenings. She would sit on the sofa and concentrate hard on the goings-on on the small screen.
‘Brian Montague, why are these programmes named soaps? Is it not odd that they
should be named after detergents and unguents?’
‘They’re soap operas, Kaela. The name’s
a metaphor for an approximation of normal life
that’s supposed to be lived by millions of people
here in the United Kingdom.’
‘In normal life, Brian Montague, do people murder each other, push each other down
holes in the ground, conduct illicit love affairs,
steal from each other, act in a generally barbarous manner and shout, scream, argue and bicker constantly?’
‘No, Kaela, I suppose not. I mean, it’s
not real, you know. You’re supposed to suspend
disbelief.’
‘Brian Montague. You do not do any of
the things that occur in these operas. Does that
mean you are without imperfections?’
‘Good Heavens, no. I have more imperfections than a five-legged badger. As you can
see, I’m not remotely handsome. I’m shy, melancholy, pessimistic, dowsed in nostalgia and I
abhor all sports. I read constantly about steam
locomotives that disappeared over half a century
ago. I collect enamel station signs and, worst of
all, I’m still unmarried at the ripe old age of thirty-six.’
‘You wish a mate?’
‘Kaela, I wish a mate more than anything
in the world.’
‘Why not secure one?’
‘The last romance I had was four years
ago, with a librarian called Betty. After three
weeks, she threw me over for a bus driver from
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Bourne End. She said I had all the charisma of
a dead cactus.’
Kaela’s next action surprised me. She
came and sat on my knee, put her arms round
my neck and gave me a resounding kiss.
‘This is what they do in the operas, yes?’
she asked.
I was too surprised to reply, for whatever
salve it was that adorned her lips transferred itself to my brain, and I discovered there and then
that I was madly in love with her.
‘Brian Montague, women of Dravus
have certain pre-defined neural patterns in our
brains. When a male treats us gently and kindly, protects us and cares for us over a period of
time, our inner consciousness transforms feelings of gratitude and respect into feelings of genuine love. This evening, such a transformation
has taken place in me.’
I was happy as a postman with an empty
sack. The next few weeks were divine. Kaela
treated me like royalty, and bestowed more affection on me than a springer spaniel.
It all changed one Sunday morning, on a
placid sort of day in June, with the pansies looking especially colourful, the blackbirds warbling
their heads off, and the church bells running riot. I entered the kitchen to find Kaela with
blood-red tears streaming down her blue cheeks,
which made her face look like the national flag
of Mongolia.
‘My dear, what’s the matter?’
She turned to look at me and flung herself into my arms.
‘Oh, Brian Montague, I have repaired my
Yootoof.’
‘Repaired?’
‘There was a fault in the flux accentuator.’
‘Bully for the flux accentuator.’
‘Don’t you know what this means?’
‘I haven’t a clue.’
‘I must travel back to Dravus.’
‘No. That can’t be right. You have to
stay here. I love you. I can’t live without you.’
‘I love you too, Brian Montague, but I
cannot stay on this planet.’
‘Whyever not?’
‘I regret to say that I have not been entirely truthful to you. You see, I never thought I
would be able to repair my Yootoof and I would
be marooned here for ever. When my consciousness impelled me to fall in love with you, I
was happy to acquiesce.’
‘You said you hadn’t been truthful with
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me.’
‘Brian Montague, now that my Yootoof
is repaired, my guardians and the Council elders
have ordered me back to Dravus. If I fail to
obey, I am programmed to die a painful and lingering death here on Earth. My love, I cannot
let you see me die in such a manner.’
As Kaela reached down to press the
switch on her Yootoof, I leaped forward and
grasped her free hand. Again I felt that familiar
whooshing sound and I found myself hurtling

through countless galaxies towards her home
world.
Apart from the lack of vegetation, the
permanent darkness, the difficulties with the lingo, and the unspeakable food, I’m quite enjoying it up here, and I have the added bonus of
Kaela as my wife. Homesick? Never.
***

Bill Ding Connections
by Lindsey Morrison Grant
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“What is love? Love is love. Love defines itself.
It is unique, self-referential. To try to define it is
to find yourself trapped in tautologies and pleonasms. And to define it – to think you have defined it – is to defile it. For it defies definition. It
defers to no one; it offers obeisance to nothing
beyond itself; it is its own god and devotee. It is
absolute, incorruptible and pure. In fact, it’s
scarcely believable that any human being can
experience it. How, really, can it reside in the
human heart or inhabit the human mind? How
can it survive the taint of human mortality and
fallibility and still be all that is love? How can it
be shrunk and sized to fit within any one of us
when it must, surely, be illimitable and infinite?
How can it be held in the dark interiors of our
physical selves when its radiance is so utterly
unquellable? How can we dare speak of it and
reduce it to words? To speak of it is to dilute it,
distort it, to obfuscate and to obscure it. You
love your dog; you love your job; you love that
song that was on the radio this morning; you
love Thai food and travel; you love parties; you
love your friends; you love long walks and yoga;
you love wild flowers; you love to ski; you love
that book you are reading, and you love an early
night and your own bed. I bet you love your
mum and dad, too, and your sister. I bet you
loved your childhood. Some people love pain;
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some people love inflicting pain. Some love misery. Some love their country, their race, their
tribe, their religion, and some commit terrible
slaughter and sacrifice in the name of such
things. You know, among the Aztec ruins in
Mexico City there is a temple-pyramid at the
foot of which is a reclining carved stone figure
holding a large, round bowl – a bowl that was
used to receive the still-beating heart that was
ripped from the chest of a living sacrificial victim in honour of one of the Aztec gods. I forget
which. It doesn’t matter. Anyway, to stand there
and look at that stone bowl – which, in its day,
would have received many such hearts and
would often have been brim-full of blood – that
was perhaps the most chilling experience of my
life. Now that bowl, you could say, is a symbol
of love. Doubtless the victim of the sacrifice, just
as much as the priest performing the sacrifice,
felt love at the moment the sacrifice was carried
out. Perhaps the priest loved the victim for allowing themself to be sacrificed; perhaps the victim loved the priest for performing the sacrifice.
They both loved their god; both believed the sacrifice was necessary. So perhaps the word
‘victim’ is inappropriate in that context, who
knows? And then, of course, Cortés and his men
came a-courting and gave the Aztecs the conquistador’s kiss – infected them, robbed them,
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raped them, tortured them, massacred them.
Desecrated their idols and imposed a new god
upon them. Yes, love conquers all, they say.
Well, tell that to the Aztecs. I’m sure it was a
great comfort to them to know that they were
conquered by love – by love for a jealous Christian god. For the love of god! Or was it for the love
of gold? Or out of love for the King of Spain? Or
for the sheer love of adventure and the pure merry hell of it? And what did all that loving beget?
Well, it put the country on the path to revolution. That was the great-great-great-great-great
bastard grandchild of all that loving. See the murals just up the road at the National Palace by
Diego Rivera. And do you know why he painted murals? Because he believed art should be
monumental and public. Because he believed
‘easel art’ was aristocratic. Well, he did claim to
be a Trotskyite, among other things. And he also professed a similar view on love. He said fidelity was a ‘bourgeois virtue’. Which was an
entirely self-serving philosophy, of course, for
his philandering was legendary. But his philosophy didn’t stop him from marrying. And his
marrying didn’t stop him from seeking his jollies
elsewhere. Even when he was married to Frida
Kahlo – his third wife – and his fourth, too, I
suppose, because he divorced and re-married her
– even then, still he strayed. And yet the DiegoFrida love is talked of as one of the great loves.
Not a conventional ‘Hollywood’ love, perhaps.
For he was obese and bug-eyed; her ‘frog-toad’,
Frida called him. And she was crippled by polio
and a devastating tram accident, which meant
she limped and couldn’t sit or stand without
wearing a medical corset. Though perhaps that
all made their love even deeper, more profound.
But did Diego love Frida when he was carrying
on with her sister? Did he love her sister? Or did
he love them both? And all the others? Yet Frida
was ‘the great fact of his life’, he said. Whatever
that meant. She certainly said that Diego was
the love of her life – he was her life itself, she
said; Diego was the name of love, she said; he
was her, and he was her mother, father and son,
too; he was her universe. But was her philosophy so very different from Diego’s? She was sexually precocious, promiscuous and voracious.
Make love, have a bath, make love again – that was
her philosophy. She, too, took lovers outside her
marriage. Yet she was inconsolable when she
detected Diego in infidelity – while Diego
stormed about with a gun when he suspected
her. But did she still love Diego when she was
having her affair with Trotsky? Trotsky, for
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whom Diego had arranged asylum in Mexico.
Trotsky, whom both she and Diego had welcomed into their home to live with them –
along with Trotsky’s wife, of course. So much
love. And did either Frida or Diego feel anything like love for Trotsky when they moved out
and left him to fend for himself against Moscow’s goon squad? Had all that proximity begun
to chafe? Was it easier for them to love Stalin
ten thousand miles away? Was that why Frida
left an unfinished portrait of him on her easel
when she died? Was that why Diego, towards
the end of his life, joined the local pro-Moscow
communist party? And what about Trotsky, did
he finally feel a gush of love for Stalin, as the ice
pick entered his skull? And Stalin, did he finally
feel the slightest pang of love for Trotsky when
he learned that his old antagonist had, at last,
been eliminated? No. No! I grant you – in neither case is it remotely conceivable. Impossible.
But Trotsky certainly felt some kind of love at
that moment – for his wife and his mother (so
his dying words tell us); for his own intellect (he
called for French economic statistics while he
bled!); and for his sense of humour (as a nurse
shaved his bleeding head, he joked of having
found a barber!). And I daresay, though he did
not say, he felt wash over him love for the inexorable advance of historical forces (and maybe
even, therefore, for the assassin who had deceived him); for Marx and Engels and Lenin
and for dialectical materialism; and even, in
some way, for the Soviet Union. And Stalin,
well he would have felt love of some kind at that
moment, too, I have no doubt – if only for his
own audacity and the newly enhanced security
of his position and for how he had marked his
enemy and, finally, so completely avenged himself. Yes, I’m sure they both felt love in some
way at that time but not in any way that united
them. What survives of us is love, they say. Ha!
Tell that to the Aztecs, who, in the history
books, are either supreme savages or naïve innocents. But all obituaries are the same – obloquy
or obsequy. Yet even if we got the truth about
those who are gone, would we necessarily love
them? I doubt it. I doubt it. Could even the truth
make us love Stalin or Cortés? Or Moctezuma,
for that matter? What survives of us is love. So
much is so wrong with that assertion. For what
survives are monuments to sacrifice, the legacy
of conquest and war, revolutionary murals,
paintings of dictators, tales of assassination, broken-hearted memories of infidelity, longremembered slights and grudges, feuds and disa-
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greements. Yes, there survive also love stories
and love songs; poetry; and paintings in which
the artist bares their heart (sometimes quite
graphically!). But love is just one of the many
things that survive. It has no special priority or
privilege. Love, hate, happiness, sadness, delight, despair, evil, kindness, et cetera, et cetera –
there is no hierarchy among these things. Love
certainly has no more of a monopoly after we’ve
gone than before. And there is no guarantee that
anything will survive. So what is love? Either it
is something so ineffable, so unutterably inexpressible, that we cannot grasp it and cannot talk
of it in any meaningful way – and to try to do so
is to engage in a meaningless metaphysical mash
-up; or we all understand something so different
by it that when we talk about it, we might as
well be talking to each other in a different language. Then again, maybe Diego and Frida
were right. Maybe love is a public, communal
phenomenon. Maybe love should not be reserved for just one other person; maybe we
should love everyone. Maybe love should pass
through us like light passing through air. Maybe
love should be indiscriminate – so that it would
then be redundant to say ‘I love you’ because it
would be inherent in the mere fact of our exist-

ence that we loved everyone. Maybe that is the
end-state of love, a sort of withering away of any
need to talk about love, the final stage in the dialectic of love. So is that love? Is that what it is?
Well, that’s the problem with trying to define it.
So why try? It is what it is, as everyone says these
days. Luvsluv. Yeah, that’s about it. I mean,
what more can you say?”
“Gee, relax, Mr Mexico,” she said. “Chill
out. I only asked you if you love me.”
#
“Yes.”
“What?”
“‘What?’” she said, her voice faltering. “I
thought you asked me if I love you.”
###

My Sister by Dini Armstrong
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Small and see-through,
a brown prince amongst the soft white
of gulls scrubbed by a woollen mist
scratching past lives
alive to their frizzy ends.

Somewhere in there,

a tangle of invisible nerves
strike like a serpents smile
to fool us in our grief
coiled high and wild, and soldered

to a semi-circuit of cells—

transmitting wireless and
shedding some small language
hidden in the clearness of air,
while a lullaby lies trapped in each organelle.

You stink of me
when the lilies forgot to bloom
and I thought I had lost my smell
but could still taste the absence of bones
that let loss rise to the sky
in a helium gloom
spread above cake
and little birthday parties.

Still, the birds love the lightness of you
now cradled under their tiny prayers
flapping like flags that belong nowhere
and everywhere scattered beneath the moon.
At this time of night I know
where to find the only knife
that can cut through your shining,
a brown prince amongst the soft white,
small and see-through.
Makarelle
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Adrian sits in the car, feeling the engine thrumming through the seat. He needs to get out, but
the programme on the radio catches his attention, distracting him from thoughts of the work
he needs to tell the garage people about. He has
bigger things than the car to worry about – his
marriage for example – but he can only deal
with one thing at once.
So many things have gone wrong with
his car over the last few weeks and he lists them
in his head, trying to engrain them into his
memory: passenger window, cigarette lighter,
bulb light, blowers. He repeats them to himself
all the way across the forecourt and into the
glass fronted building that serves as the reception
area. He remembers learning Latin endings like
this at school: i, isti, it, imus, istis, erunt; bam,
bas, bat, bamus, batis, bant; o, s, t, mus, tis, nt.
Of course, he no longer has any idea what they
were the endings of but chanting them aloud had
clearly chalked them into his brain forever.
By the time he’s got to the desk and started to speak to the receptionist, the Latin endings
have driven the car issues out of his brain and he
has to count up the problems on his fingers in a
bid to recall them. It’s like that a lot at the moment, things that are important being lost at the
expense of something so trivial. Years of love
and affection have disappeared in a miasma of
arguments about the washing up, the children,
the bins, money. All the usual dramas of married life and yet somehow they have become so
large, they now seem insurmountable and all he
can ask is how long do we have left? He can think of
little else beyond the ending of this relationship.
It comes as no surprise that he can’t focus
on the book he needs to read, being distracted by
the episode of ‘Everybody Loves Raymond’ that
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is blaring out from the garage television. He only
ever watches the show on occasions like this and
he doesn’t even particularly like it. Frustrated,
he tries to return his focus to the book. Someone
in the family is talking about relationships and
Adrian scowls. He doesn’t want to hear this
now.
All around him, the noises of day to day
life in a garage continue. I’ve done my ankle in already; that’s a great start to the day. The phone rings
incessantly. Good morning, Hayes Garage. How may
I help you? Mechanics walk backwards and forwards
across the tiled floor, boots squeaking and leaving a
black trail to follow through to where the real work
happens. Am I meant to be doing all of these? A child
is playing with the handles on a bright red Mini and
the sales attendant frowns, powerless to step in and
take on the role of the parent. Adrian also frowns,
wondering where the parent is and distracted once
again by the ringing of the phone, turns his attention
once again to the television, now showing ‘Frasier’.
He’s having sex with the station manager
on her desk; Frasier that is, not Adrian. Adrian
is just envious. They can’t keep their hands off
each other and although it makes for entertaining viewing, Adrian doesn’t smile. Can’t smile.
Too painful. He can remember when he and Jason used to be like that. It feels like a lifetime
ago now. When was the last time they had any
kind of sex at all, let alone such a passionate encounter? He thinks he can recall a brief peck on
the cheek a few days ago, a distracted kiss on
Jason’s way out of the door. Has it really been
so long? On the TV, Niles is angry at his wife’s
selfishness, throwing priceless ornaments around
his living room, finally expressing his repressed
anger, much to the delight of his father and
brother. Adrian wishes he could do the same,
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but he’s not sure Jason would care. Would he
even notice? Well he never notices when the dishwasher needs emptying. Adrian tries to force the
snarky voice inside him to be quiet. The dishwasher is
insignificant compared to the love they share. Isn’t it?
The customer opposite gets up and
changes the channel and Adrian feels a brief
flare of annoyance at not being asked if he
minds, before recognising that he is being irrational and unreasonable. After all, to all intents
and purposes, he is reading, not watching the
TV. I should be used to it by now, he reasons. After
all he’s ignored at home, blending in with the furnishings. Why should it be any different anywhere else?
It’s ‘Homes Under The Hammer’ now
with the annoyingly perky and overexcited presenter. Martin something or other, who clearly
doesn’t understand what stream of consciousness is. Why do these people insist on using
terms incorrectly? Trying to sound clever never
comes off the way you want it to, so what’s the
point? Not like Jason, he thinks, he actually is that
clever. Adrian feels an irrational burst of pride in his
husband, feeling the anger of that morning’s exchange
die away. He looks back at the TV where the dilapidated house Martin has just filmed is now being auctioned off. Where do the people on the programme get
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the money from to buy these houses? Who has 150k
just sitting around in their bank account? Not to mention the cost of renovating the places. None of them
look like millionaires, they all have ordinary jobs, so
what’s their secret?
“Ravi and Aruna have brought the bungalow back from the brink.”
Is it that easy? Is it really possible to take
something so close to destruction and renovate
it to a sparkling new standard? Could he and
Jason do that with their marriage? Would it really be as simple as just giving it a facelift? The
foundations have been secure enough over the
years, it’s just looking a bit unloved and uncared
for at the moment. Maybe a fresh coat of paint
and some new wallpaper is all it really needs.
Marks and Spencer, he thinks. Dine in for two,
nice bottle of wine. See what happens. His
phone vibrates and he glances down at the
screen.
Sorry about this morning. Will sort it this
evening. Hope car is ok. J x
***
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Every question of yours
is a delight
in your curiosity
and quiet-falsetto singing makes me
listen to the world
in a new
different way.
You are not mine and
so much mine.

I can give you back
and you can leave me easily, a little
pitter patter of steps to your mother,
breaking and mending
my heart for the last
3 years.
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A month of rain slewed down the slope to Piccadilly station. Holed pavements three feet wide. I
stepped into traffic to let hooded lovers pass
hand in hand; their heads full of home and peeling jeans. Wet warm skin.

make myself look busy, and to my left you
flashed by. You were a streak – six foot with
hair to the bottom of your back and as I looked
in the space where you were a man appeared
with his hand out in front of him.

I stepped under the glass canopy, shook the rain
from my coat and ran my cold fingers through
my thinning hair, matted with sweat and hair
gel. Skating over the marble floor I slipped onto
platform 8 and onto the train for Euston. I
watched nervously as the seats filled up around
me, heads crouching beneath the luggage racks
and shuffling like cats, making their beds for 158
minutes.

You must be Sam, he said, I’m Chas. I said it’s a
pleasure to meet you Chas. He put his hand on
my back and led me into a meeting room where
three people sat – one pressing down on a coffee
pot, one sat smiling with their arms folded, and
you – blue jeans, pale skin, hip cocked to the
right, black jumper, long arms, bright white
hands trying to attach a HDMI cable to your
laptop.

I put my headphones in and stared at the rail
staff harrying on the platform, and after six
minutes we shunted forward.

You pivoted on your heel, sat down and said Hi
I’m Aoife. I’d only seen that name on paper,
and I repeated it and you corrected me. You told
me months later that at that moment you wondered what I’d look like naked, and assumed I
was married.

The Piccadilly-Euston train breezes between
rows of Georgian houses full of graduates and
young families and both. Then it sweeps
through Stockport with its fine chimneys and hat
museum. And on, flirting with purple hills and
breathing in Cheshire.
My eyes followed the line of the banked horizon
upwards until fixed by a tower, white, the only
white bright thing I’d seen in weeks. My head
dragged right to left as the train pelted forward,
and as I stared at White Nancy, for the first time
since February, I thought about you.
I remember perfectly when we met. At the office, I was looking in the kitchen cupboards to
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The first time we had a proper conversation we
were volunteering for our charity at a community festival. We flirted mercilessly and had a good
argument about Tony Blair. You drank more
than you normally would, I think, and we went
to my house along with another volunteer who
later told everyone at work she’d come back to
my house, which technically she had but I resented the implication.
You both shared my bed and I slept on the floor
with no covers. In the morning you leaned over
the edge of the bed, your hair stuck to your fore-
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head, and put your hand on my stomach and I
was wide awake.

about films and my trip.

Two days later we went to a Chinese restaurant
on Walworth Road. You pulled me into a bus
lane and I narrowly escaped death by double
decker. For weeks later we swapped stories of
home. Your family were from south Ireland,
daughter to one son of eight. Your parents
moved to Macclesfield to teach, and your dad
taught at your school which was nice, because
my mam taught at mine. You told me about the
brewery in Macclesfield, the school plays, and
walking on Christmas Day. Your family set out
early, started up the hill to White Nancy, the
tower that leered over your part of town, keeping the peace on the edge of the Peaks. As you
climbed, you joined other families, schoolmates,
the first boy you kissed, cousins. At the top you
looked over moorland, then back towards your
town. You said it was always clear.I took a trip when the weather turned cold. I
hired a car from Manchester, went walking in
the snow on the Peaks. I drove to Cannock,
picked you up from Stafford station, walked in
the woods, and spent a night together. You went
back to Macclesfield, and I onto Wiltshire and
stone circles and Neolithic hills. A week later I
was in Torcoss on the south coast. I’d spent a
day walking head first into the driving rain, and
in the evening, you called.
I need to talk to you about something, you said,
and my jaws gripped. Right, I said, go ahead,
knowing you were cutting me off. I’m 99.9%
sure I’m pregnant, you said. Wow, I said weakly. And after asking how you felt I went through
the steps I always knew I would when I got
someone pregnant. Of course I’ll support whatever you want to do, and I mean that.I didn’t go to the consultation meeting with you.
You told me if I was busy at work I shouldn’t
worry about it. And I was always busy so that
was sorted. You said the waiting room was cold
and the staff colder. When you tiptoed into the
consultation room you were asked whether you
knew the risks of terminating the pregnancy and
whether your partner agreed.
You came back to the office that afternoon.
With the cold of the clinic still on your skin you
sat two desks directly behind me, looking at the
back of my head as I talked to our colleagues
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You went back for a second appointment, to get
the drugs. This time I was even busier than before. They gave you twelve pills; one to start the
abortion, one to keep the first down, and 10 to
numb the pain. After you took pills one and two
you called me and told me it wasn’t painful. I
said I’d come round if it became that way. You
told me that was really unnecessary.
Another hour passed before you called me and
asked me to stay the night with you. I said of
course, then went home and showered first.
When I arrived at your wet 50s flat block I
looked up to the shared hallway, third floor, and
at your front door. You appeared in the November cold, looking exhausted, and I said something from Romeo and Juliet and laughed and
you said What?
There was almost nothing in your bedroom; a
brown divan bed, an open wardrobe with a bedsheet drying on the door and books on the floor.
You’d only been in London for two months and
you weren’t staying in the flat for long, you said,
so there wasn’t much point in making yourself
too comfortable. It was 11 by that point, and
you asked me to read to you as you fell asleep,
and as I rubbed your stomach with my right
hand your breathing got heavier.
You woke up in agony three hours later and you
cried and I slept through the whole thing.

We spent most of the weekend together after
that. I convinced myself that had you chosen to
have a baby I would have supported you and
taken whatever role you wanted me to and used
that to justify how quickly we returned to normality. You kept the ultrasound scan in your
wallet and once got it out to show me, but only
once.
Around Christmas we spoke less. You wanted
long conversations on WhatsApp and I preferred quick phone calls. I thought nobody at
work knew about us, in fact we were such an
unlikely pair that no one would guess we’d ever
spoken outside of meetings. So it surprised me
when, at our work Christmas do, another intern
came up to me and ironically introduced me to
you with a huge smile on his drunk face.
We sustained a hugely shifty conversation for
five minutes before I clocked Chas and some
other colleagues grinning and raising their glasses towards us. I told you I had to get home and I
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had a busy day tomorrow and you asked if you
could come with me and I said No, you’ll have
much more fun with your friends here.
In a week’s time I was heading back to Manchester for Christmas, so I thought the generous
thing to do would be to formally break it off before then, just to give us both the space to relax.
We met in a pub above the train station equidistant from our flats. You were upset but really
very good about it. You asked if you could come
and have sex at my house, and I said No, I really didn’t think that would be best.

By February you were gone. Not in a flash – I
got an email, sent to our department’s mailing
list, saying you’d decided to look for opportunities elsewhere and I’m sure you’ll join us all in
wishing you the best for the future. You had
leaving drinks but I was very tried and as no one
knew we even spoke to each other it might look
a bit tragic if I showed up.
Then you were gone. Back to Macclesfield, under White Nancy, which, as I craned my neck to
the left, disappeared behind the heather, and I
stared forward as the train hammered on.

Come January we spoke only occasionally at
work, staying clear of details that would give
away how well we knew each other; your sister,
my friends you’d met, your cold damp flat.

***

‘Daddy and Me’ by Jane Langan
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by Dini Armstrong

With hindsight, the telephone was less than six
feet away from me, but it might as well have
been hidden at the bottom of the Mariana
Trench, encased in a steel container filled to the
brim with concrete. No mobiles in those days. I
felt the slick wetness on my cheek, gritty with
fibres from the living room carpet - where I had
woken; my bruised mind echoing the crunching
sound of cheekbone hitting table edge. I had
fainted. That much seemed clear. Less clear was
why.

plastic, plugged into the dark green phone itself.
I heard the clicking of the fingernail of the middle finger on my right hand, the one closest to
that lifeline, when it tapped the plastic without
gaining any traction.

I was eighteen years old, should have been happy and healthy, but I was still outgrowing the
kind of childhood you read about in your papers, the kind that makes you shake your head
and go Poor thing, she’s fucked before celebrating
your winning hand in the game of life with a sip
of fresh hot coffee. I was working hard on my
understanding of the concept of love. I hated the
word. Love was the word my abuser, known as
my brother in an alternate universe, liked to
throw around, along with my limp body. ‘I can’t
help myself; I love you too much,’ he’d proclaim. My mum later swore that I must have
been lying because what kind of mother would
not have helped? Only a monster, that’s who, a
woman who didn’t love her own child. ‘But I do
love you, and I would have helped, so you must
have made this up,’ she’d concluded with a sigh
of relief.

I noticed that the telephone cable was closer and
could be within reach if only I managed to
straighten my body and stretch all the way
across, my fingertips extended. Not the curly
part of the cable, the part that is attached to the
receiver, just a straight length of cable, black
Makarelle

I had drawn my own conclusions. It did happen,
therefore she did not love me, and a person
whose own mother cannot love, is unlovable.
That’s just common sense to a girl who does not
find the strength to love herself. Who, when a
urinary tract infection turns into a fever, routinely endures rather than intervenes. Who will continue to mask her emotions as she has always
done, as she has learned to do since she was a
little girl, who still has to go to school, who still
has to laugh with the other children, who still
has to twist her face into a dead-eyed ‘cheeeese’
face on family photos. Nothing but a source of
pain on any regular day, I detested my body anyway. Why help it?
My fingernail found its way under the cable and
managed to pull it forward enough to grab hold.
I yanked hard and the phone clattered onto the
carpet. The receiver had fallen off its cradle and
the impact must have pushed the rotary dial because I could hear the dialling sound – a melody
of short beeps, as if trying out different pitches,
before finally settling on drawn out, calm repetitions of the same note, indicating that connection with another phone had been made. I guess
a different person might have prayed by now,
but faith would have been too far a stretch, and I
settled for giving myself permission to hope,
which, believe me, was a miracle in itself.
‘Brown residence, 5-2-3-5-6?’ The androgynous voice floated out of the receiver like a
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genie from a bottle. It’s how we answered our
phones in those days, informing the caller of our
name and number, as if they did not already
know, considering their caller must have consciously dialled this unique set of digits, patiently waiting for each number to register and send
the rotary dial back to its origin before dialling
the next one. Ironically, in this particular instance, the phone itself had chosen my saviour,
and I was grateful for the information. They did
that sometimes, those old phones, and I had
spent many an afternoon randomly moving the
forks of the receiver’s cradle up and down, making guiltless prank calls – after all, it was the universe that chose the victim, not me.
‘Please,’ I whispered, and for the first
time ever, ‘help me.’
I knew they would not hear me. I knew they
would laugh this off and disconnect the call. I
knew this from the core of my red-hot kidneys,
which, it turned out later, had been bleeding under the weight of their infection. It was likely
they would not hear me even if they tried, like
so many others, when I hid under the table and
whispered my answers, forever being told For
God’s sake, speak up, girl. But I also knew that no
one wants to listen to a crying girl, or a screaming one, so I summoned all my strength and
gauged my cry for help just right. I explained I
had collapsed, I gave my address and then, and
only then, I allowed myself to vomit and collapse.
Another angel hovered over me when I finally
came to. I was undressed under a sheet and, focussed on this, it took me a few seconds to add
up the cold mattress of the gurney and the smell
of disinfectant. The noises around me became
louder and so did the pain when it returned to
my body. Where had it gone in the meantime?
The angel was pushing a needle into my arm.
Not straight into it, mind, she was poking
around for a while, and I registered the pain
more as an amusing detail than a discomfort.
‘There you are,’ she said, and I felt welcome, until I saw her relief at having found a
vein. She fastened the IV needle to my sweaty
skin, its little blue cap sticking up, ready for action.
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‘Your veins are really hard to find,’ she
exclaimed, and I felt the urge to apologise for
having such obstinate blood vessels, but the pain
shut me up and only a tiny groan escaped
through my tightly pressed lips. Her face softened.
‘Sorry I can’t give you any pain killers
just yet,’ she said. ‘The doctor needs to finish
examining you first.’ I nodded and made myself
smile to console her. Then a bolt of lightning cut
through the fog. A doctor would examine me. A
doctor would find proof of what happened.
Proof. The nurse must have noticed the sudden
change in my expression.
‘Don’t worry,’ she said. He’s just going
to feel your tummy. Her words silenced me, and
I stayed that way until she came back much later, bringing a small syringe and a large smile.
‘You’ll like this,’ she promised, and echoes of another person promising me the same
brought up bile, which I swallowed back down.
She opened the little blue cap on the IV needle
and injected a liquid without waiting for my
consent.
Thousands of tiny warriors invaded my
blood stream and galloped towards my heart,
triumphantly waving the banner of euphoria,
and a fanfare announced the arrival of the
Queen. Freedom, and another feeling that I was
unfamiliar with, a warm sensation of …what…
of relaxed muscles ..of an absence of something,
an escape from fear, leaving behind a hollow, a
beautiful hollow, which filled itself up with the
cooling distillate of – safety. I felt safe. The pain
had dripped away, as had my fear, my loneliness, my need to pretend…and I looked up into
that nurse’s face and finally felt what I’d read
about in poems, what I had jealously observed
in movies, I felt that wordless rush of warmth
and belonging to this woman, my saviour. The
words followed out of me unrestrained and innocent:
‘I love you,’ I said, and I meant it like
never before and, sadly, never since.
***
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For Love of King and Country
by Henry Loten
A warm early sunrise, pray that sun never sets.
For King and Country,
We will not disappoint .
For King and Country,
We will die to defend .
Shells fall, Men scatter. Voices echo.
Screams.
We’re here for her green fields her rolling hills,

For her.
I’m stuck on wire,
My time running out.
For King and Country,
We will never let you down.
For King and Country,
We will die for you
But I don’t want to.
She lied to us.
She promised adventure.
She promised a rite of passage.
She promised a statue in the square.
She promised
She lied to us.
A cold late sunset, pray that sun never rises
For King and Country
Why disappoint us?
For King and Country?
Why expose us?

Makarelle
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Love Andy
by Lily Lawson

I woke up cold and wet, buried in a snow drift. I
shook myself, attempting to defrost and escape
my prison before the ice took hold and mummified me. I was on the streets because I was no
longer considered cute. My adopted family’s affection for me evaporated with the discovery
that having brought home a puppy, they owned
a dog.

hesitated. I had trusted before and it hadn’t ended well. Who was to say it wouldn’t happen
again?
The chill in my bones and empty stomach
fought with my wish not to rely on another human ever again.
‘I’m Olivia. What’s your name?’

I had been digging for a while when I realised
someone was helping me. A glove-wearing human was digging from the other side.

My name? I couldn’t tell her. It was so long
since anyone had called me anything at all, well
nothing worth repeating in polite company. The
dogs I met had collars with name tags, my owners didn’t stretch to do that. The language barrier
and the fact that I had no voice left to speak of
didn’t help matters.

When my freedom was restored, the human
reached out her hand and I sniffed it. She
brushed my fur removing the chunks of snow
my shaking hadn’t shifted. I was grateful for the
warmth of her touch.

Olivia’s eyes met mine.
I don’t know how I came to be where I was. I
had been wandering the streets taking shelter
where I could find it for longer than I cared to
think about.

‘Nothing to tell me? Well, my friend, I have to
call you something. Let me see’
Friend? That sounded good.

‘My goodness it’s cold, you can’t stay out here
on the streets, you’ll die. Where’s home?’

She paused to take me in, her furrowed brow
and lip-biting told me she was thinking.

My rescuer’s voice was kind. Home? I couldn’t
call that last place I lived in home, not any more
anyway.

‘How about Andy? It is St Andrews Day after
all.’

‘You can’t tell me? Well, I think you better come
home with me then. Some food and water and a
roof over your head will be better than being out
here in this at least.’

I nodded. Wow, I needed my voice back. I liked
her choice, it sounded friendly, at least I had a
name.
***

She beckoned for me to follow her.
Home, food, water? I wanted all of those but…I
Makarelle

Oliva’s home was warm. She gave me food and
water then left me to lie in front of the fire. I
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must have fallen asleep, the next thing I knew it
was dark.

rowed some food and treats for you from my
neighbour, I hope you like them. I’ll get some
more in a couple of days when the weather gets
a bit better.’ Olivia held a box I didn’t recognise,
and got something out of it.

I got up and padded to the door not wishing to
outstay my welcome. ‘Andy, do you want to go
out?’ Olivia came and opened the door. I lifted
my paw and she took it.

Out? Yes, please I don’t want to be punished for
making a mess on the floor.
Another goodbye. This one better than the last.
At least I was fed and watered. Being warmed
up and having been able to get some rest helped
too. I was leaving with dignity on my own legs
not being shoved out with harsh words ringing
in my ears.

Warm? Yes, it was much nicer in the warm
house. Treats? I had heard of those, my friends
with the collars got them. I was lucky if my
owners fed me.
She held out her hand and I tasted the offering.
It did taste good and I was still hungry. I licked
her hand to thank her and she gave me another
one. I was being thoroughly spoilt today.

‘Don’t get used to it.’ The voice inside my head
warned me.

‘Don’t be long it’s cold out there and it looks
like it’s going to snow again. Wouldn’t want
you to get buried again, would we?’

‘Andy this is your cupboard.’ Olivia opened a
door in her kitchen. ‘We’ll have to see what
food you like. It’s been a long time since I’ve
had a canine friend but I think I can remember
what’s good. This is your home now, I want you
to be happy.’

Hang on a minute. What’s happening here?
Olivia stood in the doorway arms crossed. I did
what I had to do.
Unsure, I looked at her sideways waiting for her
next move. Was she teasing me? I swished my
tail. She opened the door wide.
‘Come on Andy, it’s cold.’ she beckoned me
over.

Food? Friend? Home? Happy? I loved the sound
of that.
She bent down and hugged me.
Home? I ran the word around to see if it fitted. It
did feel safe here. Much better than the streets
and I had nowhere else to go, may as well give it
a chance.

Come, Andy? Why? It is cold. She had that
right. But what was she going to do to me?
I moved slowly towards the open door, expecting her to shut it in my face. She was letting me
back inside? I inched my way into the kitchen,
alert and ready to run back out. Had she gone to
get something to hit me? I don’t think I did anything wrong but humans are hard to read, I
think I am being good and they get angry. Her
hands were empty and she was smiling at me, a
happy smile.

***
That was nine months ago.
I kept doubting but she won me round. She
keeps saying she loves me, I think she knows I
need to keep hearing it. I have a collar with my
name on and her phone number ‘In case I get lost’
she says.

‘One step at a time Andy.’ The voice in my head
cautioned me.

I have my voice back so I do my best to tell her I
love her too.
We don’t speak the same language but I think
she knows.

She came over to me. Her voice had not lost its
kindness. I am not sure I can trust Olivia but I
haven’t made her mad yet.

***

‘That’s right, come back in the warm, I’ve borMakarelle
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When the Sun Comes Up
by Flynn C-S
My darling dearest,
when the sun comes up I will be gone
lost in the woods, the woods
with its looming arms, its fingers
reaching forward to comfort me, comfort me
with the soft rustles in my ears, whispering
lamenting sighs, woeful sighs, empty sighs.
I will be lost forever, lost in those trees.
But I will not be missed, for every night,
when the sun goes down, I shall be there by your side.
You will smile at me and laugh
and I will watch and listen.
But when the sun comes up I will be gone,
and you will not miss me, darling dearest.

Makarelle
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by Anne Hill
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The Second Day
by Helena Nwaokolo

Esme knew he was married and yet she slept
with him. She had rarely considered it before
even when the married men had been loving
and pleading, especially when they had been
pleading. So no, it was not a willy-nilly kind of
behaviour entered into without careful thought.
It was just that Michael incited in her a fever so
intense that it demanded the cold compress of
union. And the fever returned frequently.
She thought about it - what induced the
fever - it wasn’t the lines on his face, his greying
hair or protruding stomach. Maybe it was his
eyes. They were of a blue that belonged to the
deep Mediterranean waters glinting in the sun.
Or maybe it was his long arms that wrapped her
in all the wondrous textures she had ever imagined; silk from the Orient, the ghostly caress of a
spider’s web, the satin of a bridal gown, a lamb’s
first fleece. Or was it simply that she was in
comfort with him and felt protected by him?
Once or twice she wondered if his wife had felt
that too.
From the start Esme knew that Michael’s
wife was very sick. At first she hadn’t believed
him and accused him of making up the story to
elicit her sympathy and her body. But then she
met his son. He told her how his mother’s every
need was now met by a gentle troupe of men
and women who spoke to her in their broken
English and to each other in five different languages. They cared for her.
Every second day Michael would leave
Esme. He drove thirty-seven miles to spend an
hour with the woman he had married when they
were both sixteen and who no longer knew him
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or herself. Sometimes he took roses picked from
his garden, by his mistress, for his wife.
On an early Autumn day, a first day, one
that Michael and Esme would spend together,
the sun was too strong for October. It was too
warm and bright for them to stay indoors all
day, in bed all day. They walked across the park
where conkers lay amidst the wreckage of their
fall to the ground. Esme wanted to gather them,
to fill her pockets so that she could give them to
the little boy (there would be one, she knew)
who was always pushed aside by bigger boys as
they scrambled to fill their pockets on the way
home from school.
Instead she walked on listening to her
lover’s voice telling her the story of Trotsky’s
sons and their punishment for their father’s beliefs – again. She heard it almost as often as the
fever came. The far gate of the park opened into
a housing estate that she didn’t know. She
struggled to keep up with him and the conversation – no, his talking and her listening. But soon
they were deep into streets of modest houses arranged in avenues and cul-de-sacs; adjacent and
intertwining and his pace slowed. The owners or
tenants had made many changes to their homes.
Esme had grown up on an estate like this and it
felt familiar but there was a difference. Where
she had lived all the houses still belonged to the
local council. The only modifications there
were broken down cars on front lawns or boards
over smashed glass.
They wandered contentedly, passing
comments to each other on the customisation of
each house they passed. She stopped to look at
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one that was tucked into a corner. Its front garden was filled with carved wooden figures, some
for sale. They were admiring the carving when
a man appeared at the door of the house. He
was elderly but looked strong and alert as he
walked steadily towards them.
On hearing an intake of Michael’s breath
Esme turned to him and realised that both men
had stopped walking. Their stares changed rapidly into grins of a recognition excavated from
some part of a former life. A life lived before
her.

were deep in their reminiscing and catching up
with the other’s news. She sat and watched but
the strong accent that they had fallen into and
the distraction of her surroundings prevented her
from following what was being said. She caught
the odd word but no more. Through her eyes,
she began to live in that room. Shelves covered
three of the walls – high shelves and low shelves.
On them, ordered and arranged according to
their size, stood more books than she had seen
outside of the public library. Where there were
spaces at the end of the book rows or between
the books, there sat carved wooden figures or
framed photographs. Behind a small sofa was a
stack of cardboard boxes. From the top one
peeped a scrap of fabric. On the lower shelves
and on two side tables there were six electric
sewing machines, all of different kinds and age.
Esme had noticed the man glance at her
once or twice during the conversation with his
old friend but when Michael left the room to use
the toilet, he didn’t look at her.
‘This must be difficult for you,’ she said
guessing what had been revealed a few minutes
ago. ‘I’m sorry to embarrass you.’
He looked at her then but said nothing.
‘You collect sewing machines,’ she said,
although it was a question.

She looked at Michael. ‘I can’t believe
this,’ he said. Other soft noises, like fever noises,
came from him until the two men stood before
one another. Hands stretched out to be grasped
and backs were slapped affectionately as they
embraced then drew apart just long enough to
look into the other’s eyes, and then draw close
again. Esme glowed from the reflected pleasure
of this reunion.
In a little while they were in a small
room inside the house. It was clean and tidy although full of all kinds of things. The two men
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‘I bought them for my wife at different
times,’ he looked around the room as if remembering. The moment was broken by Michael’s
return. He said something to his friend that she
could not hear let alone understand. The two
men then moved to stand side by side and face
her across the table where their empty tea cups
sat. The man reached down to the piece of
peeping fabric, a rough square of finely woven
wool, and with a flourish, tucked it into the right
hand side of his waistband so that a triangle of
pattern hung down.
To Esme it seemed this was a signal. The
men began, what was obviously, a long remembered dance. A dance that was contained in
their foot space as, still side by side, they moved
to the tuneful traditional singing of Michael’s
friend. They made tight patterns with their legs
and feet; their arms hung stiff at their sides. She
saw a synchronisation of their movements and,
it seemed to her, of their memories. Movements
and memories based in some other life they once
shared. She was enchanted and honoured by
their performance – was this a sign that the man
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had accepted her? She knew they danced for
each other and for each other’s memories but
she wanted to believe that they also danced for
her.
Swathes of fabric stretched across one
end of the table although she could not recall if
they had been there all the time or how they got
there – escapees from the boxes behind the sofa,
flaunting themselves before her. The cloth displayed their softer colours and useful larger sizes
to her as the dance went on. Her hands saw
their colours and tried their fit. She touched
them and stretched them in front of her still entranced by the haunting rhythms of the song and
the steps. The words finished and the dance
steps ceased. She smiled and clapped.

‘It is just the one,’ said his old friend.
On the second day Michael lifted a carefully wrapped parcel to his car and drove the
thirty-seven miles. At the start of his hour he sat
before his wife and she watched with a child’s
eyes as he un-tied the string around the parcel
which lay on his lap. The brown paper revealed
a perfect square of soft wool. It was woven in
the soft hues of the bracken and heather that
swathed the moorland and hills where a girl
once walked with the boy she loved. She smiled
as he stood and placed the perfect square gently
over her shoulders. She lifted one corner and let
the fabric touch her cheek.

Esme chose a single fabric piece from the
many. It was a large square of the subtlest colours and finest weave. She lifted it to show the
men. ‘Is this the one?’ Esme asked them.
Michael’s Mediterranean eyes looked at her.

***

Ich hab dich lieb
by Dini Armstrong
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Unlike
by Claire Hartley
On-screen reminders in clusters of pixels.
In pictures,
forming the façade that is your feed.
Captioned with malice,
proudly reflecting the rainbow adventure
that is you and Her.
Such equally bordered and curated
“fuck you” happiness,
I couldn’t yet muster, just a month on.
To me,
it feels cruel.
To you,
it’s the liberation that being with me denied you.

Now, still
With every self-destructive search of you @x
I’m overwhelmed with the complexity that you uncoupled.
So you see,
as I see,
what everybody else sees on their feed,
it breaks me.
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Portrait of My Husband
by Anne Hill
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Him And Me
by Jane Langan

I sat beside him, watching
his fingers tap-tapping.
Slow progress, two-finger-typing.
Arthritis-gnarling knuckles.
His new laptop looking out-of-place
on his desk with the picture of us
from that holiday in Cornwall.
The small bowl, I made in primary school
looks decrepit filled with paper clips
next to the laptop’s clean lines and white keys.
‘Let me do it Dad,’ I said.
Dad.
That laugh, from deep inside,
pushing up into a chortle
then a guffaw.
Loud, riotous.
Him.
‘What word is that Dad?’
I point at the notebook, the cheapest kind,
red cover and lined
from the old corner shop where he gets his papers.
A spider’s squiggle across the page.
Gigantic.
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‘Of course, it is.
I’m always getting your jays
and gees mixed up.’
At least it’s not the important letters!
More laughing. Belly jumping under his shirt.
‘And what are the ‘important letters?’’
Inside, I smile.
Ah, well, where would we be without Tee?
and aitch?
The, ‘the’ and ‘there’s’, gone!
a world with no, ‘the’ in it.
I went to --- shops – Ridiculous!
He was enjoying this.
You’re a marvellous girl,
it would ‘ave taken me years.
‘You’re right there,
I’ll take it home and finish it.’
OK. As long as you’re not too busy.
‘Nah, it’s no trouble.
I’ll bring it back
to check the gees and jays.’
Right y’are.
At home, I unravelled his story
of love and loss.
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A story of my mum,
who left him when I was one.
His desperation.
His crying.
His rearing of a screaming child.
In a time when men were men,
he was doing what women did.
I type on, hearing words. The rhythm
wrapping around each letter.
He’d told me some of it, not all.
I knew less than I thought.
As I read, I find out
the minute details of a life led.
A life hid, from me.
I weep alone.
My loss.
My mum.
No explanation, disappeared.
I heard rumours, of course.
They said she was wild,
Not suited to suburban life.
Out dancing until all hours,
whilst dad took on the role of wife.
People said she drank,
morning, noon and night.
She…dressed like a slag…
I overheard in a pub, late,
when they thought I wasn’t listening.
Dad said, that wasn’t right.
Apron on, cursing at the cooker.
My dad learning to be mum
and dad.
Nappies, practicalities
feeds and laundry.
After she had gone.
He didn’t talk to me about it.
You didn’t then, best left
repressed.
Best left. He said.
Then I found this, his words.
Written with his pragmatism, his humour.
As I type I hear his voice,
Soft and warm, the voice that read
stories at night,
and soothed me when I fell.
Enveloping me like velvet
as the words fill the screen.
I am seeing him,
knowing him,
feeling his sorrow,
his hurt.
I have so much to say.
We have so much to say.
We need to talk.
To share.
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Compare.
All the things I hid,
I didn’t want to hurt him more,
more than he already hurt.
He never trusted anyone
except me.
But, even I, as a teenager
let him down.
I looked for her,
I never told him.
I never found her.
And he never knew, never knew.
I was so angry.
how much I blamed him.
I didn’t realise I wasn’t his.
Until now. Reading this.
~
I am back at the house.
‘Why didn’t you say?’
You didn’t in those days.
‘Yeah, but now.
Now, we talk.
Now, we could.’
I couldn’t.
So much time has passed.
And it doesn’t matter.
Does it?
I look at the picture of us on the desk.
Blue bright
intelligent eyes
crinkled around the edges.
His arm around me,
Protecting me, keeping me safe.
Always at parents evening or
watching the school play.
All the ceremonies, always.
Never thought about it.
Now, I think of
nothing else.
His laughter stopped.
It was an old story.
My best friend.
I should have seen it coming.
I didn’t.
‘Why didn’t they take me?’
I don’t know.
He never wanted kids.
I don’t think she did,
not really.
I saw the weight of it,
had pushed his shoulders down.
He looked old.
Wizened.
Less.
He was always the big man.
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To me.
It’s all here on the page.
How she went,
How he was left.
Wifeless.
Friendless.
Just me and him.
Him and me.
He got divorced,
Then they disappeared,
Spain, he thinks.
She took nothing.
Wanted nothing.
Just out.
‘How could a mother
leave her baby?
I don’t understand. I still
don’t understand.’
I don’t know, love.
You were amazing,
a gift. If it hadn’t been for you…
‘No, Dad, you wouldn’t have…?’
I don’t know, it was a…
I was… dark.
‘Dark, Dad. What does that mean?’
Look, nothing.
Now, come on, chin up.
‘I know but…’
No. Enough, the words are enough.
‘OK, but I want to know more.’
That’s all I have, love.
There isn’t anything else.
That’s the point of this.
I look at the picture of us.
He is laughing at something.
Him and me.
Me and him.
Only us, always.
He was my everything.
~
Back at his house.
He is beside me, again.
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I can feel him here,
more than anywhere.
But the scent of him is waning,
like a moon, once so bright,
now dreary.
I remember the small things.
Teatime, fishfingers and chips.
Teaching me to play football.
Making sure I loved his team.
Sitting, having his fingernails painted.
His hands were so big.
I didn’t think I had enough polish.
Then the…
-You’re not going out wearing that!
Slammed doors. Only once he shouted,
You’re just like your MUM!
The worst of things,
to be like her.
But, now here I am,
me in his seat
worn cushions flatten, feathers almost gone.
The weight of
what he once was, disappearing.
His story, of
everything.
All the secrets and lies.
All the things left unsaid.
And now, and now.
These conversations.
Just imagination.
His voice, a remembered shadow
of a man who never
recovered after
his love left.
Who made a life,
him and me.
Me and him.
No one else.
Now just,
me.
***
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Sailors Blue
by Jacqueline Jay Wilde

The boys in their sailored blue line up linking arms
And in the way their eyes meet yours you feel
Their glances, stares, and their anchored arms reach out to you,
From their sailored blue sleeves. And their tilted hats with ribboned emblematic news of their craft, their skill,
their shipshape
Way of reaching out to you.
And you on the quayside hoping, waiting, die once twice three times and yearn for these arms of anchors and
mermaid tattoos.
And the boys in their sailored blue line linking arms
And in the way their eyes meet yours, you feel they must want only you, wish for only you, wonderfully lust
for you, for their anchored arms to enclose you,
their hats tilted to the back of heads shorn and you fondle their shorn heads and their mermaid tattoos.
And on the quayside, back to a rough wall, you die once twice three times as you yearn for the arms, the anchored arms and mermaid tattoos.
Anchors and mermaid tattoos.
The boys line up linking arms and in their sailor blue walk by you, along the quayside and through the gate
that leads to nights of drunkenness and spew and pissing against back walls, and brawling, bellowing bluest
blue words that sailors use, their raucous songs and laughing taunts, taunt you but their anchored arms with
mermaid tattoos do not, do not hold you.
And you on the quayside, you die once, twice, three times and more.
Yearning for the anchored arms and fading, fading, mermaid tattoos.
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BLM
by Lindsey Morrison Grant
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by D.H.L. Hewa

The flurry of bodies falling through the door,
almost takes it off its hinges. The Christmas tree
in the corner of the room shudders, sending
shivers through its threadbare red, silver, gold,
tinsel.
‘What on earth?’ I shout, jumping up,
dropping my newspaper, as two colleagues grapple with their prisoner on the polished, glassy
floor.
Panting, helmets askew, they handcuff the
six foot tall, mud spattered chap, pulling him to
his feet.
‘Careful now lads, careful. What’ve we got
here?’ I say.
‘His sister called us out Sarge, was throwing things at her. He’s a handful,’ the younger of
the two constables replies.
‘Hold him lads, hold him,’ I call, as the
man starts a slow slump towards the ground.
Struggling against the weight, the constables grab the man, just in time to stem his lolling
auburn head, butting the desk. Phew. That’s all
I need. An injury to a detainee during my
watch. Noticing the bloke drooping, drooling,
and gagging, I slide the custody log to the farthest end of the desk, away from him, and move
with it. I mean really, to be covered in vomit,
that would cap it all now wouldn’t it? Serves me
right. Serves me right, knowingly volunteering for
the easy shifts between Christmas and New
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Year, a traditionally quiet time. Serves me right.
Choosing this instead of my sister and her family, their squabbles, their board games, having a
whisky by their fire…
Ah, well. Best get on with it. Unscrewing the
top of my two day old Sheaffer pen, I hover
over the custody record, until the prisoner momentarily stops swaying.
‘What’s your name Sir?’ I holler.
‘Itshhhhh…itshhhhhh.’
The smell of whisky wafts along the counter.
‘Yes? Yes?’ I snap, coughing.
‘Itshhhhh…itshhhhhh…’
‘Yes, Sir?’
Muttering, belching, barely standing, the
man keeps staring at the floor.
‘It’s William Pragnall Sarge,’ the younger
of the two constables who's on his first arrest,
comes to my rescue, ‘seems to be known as Billy, his sister kept saying that when he was struggling.’
‘Ahhhh, thought he looked familiar. I
know him. A local hero.’ I say.
‘Not according to his sis Sarge. Far as
she’s concerned, we can throw away the key,’
the younger constable shuffles.
‘Hmmm. Where’s she now?’ I ask.
‘Back home Sarge. Got her info,’ the older
constable, two years in the force, taps his note-
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book.
‘Good. Good. Right. Give us a hand lads.
Come on Sir, let’s get you sobered up. We'll
look at charging you in the morning,’ I say, replacing the lid back on my pen.
Picking up a bunch of keys from under the
desk - I move from behind the counter and stride
along a long corridor - followed by the two constables half lifting, half dragging, their charge until we reach the first in a row of green steel
doors. Unlocking and scraping the door open, I
help the two constables carry the man we now
know as Billy, into a cell the size of a snooker
table. Removing his handcuffs, we empty Billy’s
pockets of a handkerchief, and a few pound
notes and shillings, before laying him down on
the hard bed.
‘Heavy,’ the younger constable puffs, rubbing his shoulders and arms.
‘Yup,’ I nod, leaning against the glazed
white brick wall.
Hearing the prisoner’s breathing change,
eyes remain shut, head begin to move slowly up
and down, I lock the cell door, and return to my
desk with the two constables.
‘So, why the ruckus?’ I sigh.
‘Been living with his sis Sarge, couldn’t
afford his own. First wife threw him out. Second
one was living with him until today...took off
with the kids, left a note...likes his drink apparently, broke his sister’s crystal vase...her telly,
ornaments...threw a chair at her...been working
all hours, has an eye for the girls…’ the older
constable recites his notes.
‘I see. What’s his sister’s details?’
‘It’s all here Sarge,’ the older constable
hands me his notebook.
‘Great. Have your break lads while I fill
out the custody sheet. Nippy out there,’ I say.
‘Sarge,’ they chorus grinning, heading towards the canteen.
Having transferred the contents of the
notebook onto the custody form, I walk down to
the canteen, and hand the notebook back.
‘Thanks, all done,’ I say.
‘Want us to look in on our guest Sarge?’
the older constable smiles wryly.
‘No. Thanks. I’ll handle it,’ I reply.
Leaving them to finish their break, I return
to my interrupted mince pie and coffee break.
Picking up the newspaper I dropped on the
floor, I fold it slowly, placing it carefully on my
desk. Taking my black leather wallet out of my
back pocket, I gently extract a folded, frayed paper. Unfolding it, I look long and hard at the
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black and white photograph. How different, but
still familiar, the two men seem today. One
clean shaven, the other hosting a fastidiously
trimmed full set beard, smiling at the camera. So
much has happened since, but the skin on the
back of my neck still prickles as my eyes follow
the printed words on the page.
******
Warming sunshine, salty seaweed smell,
squawking seagulls flapping and diving against a
blue, blue sky, makes me decide to take the scenic route back to barracks, along the waterfront
near the Kings Bastion moat.
Enjoying the views across the blue-green
water to Gosport, listening to the waves crashing on to shingle, I’m on top of a group of local
lads before I know it. Swigging lager, rolling
cigarettes, swaggering, jeering, they're getting in
the way of passers by. When I stop to have a
chat, my Navy Regulator uniform seems to set
them off. I start getting shouted at, pushed,
shoved, and soon surrounded. Stumbling on an
outstretched leg, I see the ground coming up towards me, feel my head hit something hard, as
everything goes black.
The reporter from the local paper who visits me on my discharge from hospital, fills me in
on the missing details. A passing Able Seaman
had seen me hit the ground and not come up.
Hearing him shout - seeing him sprinting towards them - the youths had man-handled me
into the moat - before running off - cheering.
Seeing me unconscious, face down in the water,
the Able Seaman had immediately dived into the
freezing, dark, grimy depths, next to the King’s
Bastion. Unable to climb the vertical banks with
an unconscious casualty, he'd splashed and
yelled until he caught the attention of two passers by, who'd called the emergency services. Apparently, if not for him, I would have drowned.
It’s only when the reporter introduces me
to my rescuer that I realise, it's a man I'd previously arrested, for going AWOL to visit his girlfriend on her birthday. The newspaper hailing
the Able Seaman a hero and, supporting my
grateful application to senior officers, not only
gains the Seaman a commendation, but also,
removes his previous misdemeanour off the record.
******
It’s been a long, long night. Checking up on Billy - once known for being a swimming champi-
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on and naval diver - hour upon hour - nudging
him at intervals as he lies snorting - rattling with
each breath - one arm and leg dangling down off
the bed - I pace back and forth. Back and forth.
Back and forth. How life twists, takes unexpected turns, changes in a split second, on a moment's decision...
When the first streaks of sunlight shine through
the glass panes on the door, I trudge into the
canteen. Placing cereal, and tea on to a small
tray, I tread back down the corridor to the only
occupied holding cell. Through the viewing
hatch, I see Billy sitting on the edge of the bed,
holding his head, but as I enter, he stands up,
ready to leave. Pushing the door shut with my
body, I put the tray down on the bed, and lean
against the wall.
‘Where am I?’ Billy asks, looking at me
blearily.
‘You’re in a police cell to sober up, your
sister called us.’
‘Why’d my sister do that?,’ Billy shakes his
head, ‘can I just go home?’
‘That depends on your sister Billy.’
‘How’d you know my name? I don’t remember much,’ Billy slurs.
‘Well... you’d had a bellyful last night,’ I
reply.
‘What’d I do?’ Billy asks ruefully.
‘Broke furniture...threw things at your sis,
broke her telly…’
‘Oh gawd, oh gawd. Made myself homeless now, Can you...can you..?’ Billy pleads.
‘I’ll do what I can Billy. Eat something...there’s a good lad.’
Locking the cell door, I go back to my
desk. Opening the custody record, I pick up the
telephone receiver, and dial the number provided by the constable.
One hour later, the police station doors open,
and a tall brunette carrying a case, wanders in,
closely followed by the constable sent to collect
her.
‘This is Miss Lydia Pragnall Sarge, Billy’s
sister,’ the constable says, standing back.
‘Good of you to come, would you like a
tea, coffee?’ I say, shaking Lydia’s hand.
‘Thank you, no. Where is he?’
‘I’ll take you to him,’ I reply.
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Walking Lydia down the corridor, I open
the door to Billy’s cell, watching him start up.
Spotting Lydia stretching her arms out to him,
his eyes glow like a dark house suddenly flooded
with light. Hugging each other, they stay in a
deep, deep embrace.
‘It’s OK Billy, let’s get you washed and
changed. You’re coming home with me.’
Lydia pats Billy on the back, and moves
away.
‘I’m sorry Lydia, I’ve so much to thank
you for,’ Billy mumbles.
Rubbing her eyes hard, Lydia opens the
suitcase, taking out fresh clothes, a flannel, and
towel. Leaving them, I return to my desk to update the custody record.
‘We’ll be off then Sergeant.’
Lydia, suitcase in hand, stands in front of
the desk with Billy who, washed and dressed in
clean clothes, looks more like the man I used to
know. Leaving my desk, I walk Lydia and Billy
past the straggly Christmas tree, now standing
tall and still, the angel at the top glistening in a
shaft of sunshine. A draft of cold crisp air tickles
our faces as we step outside, moving together
towards the waiting car.
‘You still don’t know me do you Billy?’ I
smile.
Seeing Billy’s bewildered look, Lydia steps
in.
‘Billy, this gentleman's Eddie, the Navy
Regulator whose life you saved seven years ago.
He talked me out of pressing charges, asked me
to give you another chance.’
‘Good grief, didn’t recognise you. Where’s
the beard gone? Thanks mate, appreciate it,’ Billy says, pumping my hand vigorously.
‘We’re even now Billy. So, behave yourself. Oh, and the sales are on. Good time to buy
a new telly,’ I wink.
Watching them being driven off, I return
to my desk in the welcoming warmth, settling
down to a mince pie and coffee, to catch up with
the news in the local paper, until the end of my
shift.
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Splinter and Splice
by Sarah Wagner
Slowly I watched as you fell out of your body
Your hair grew longer but never changed length
Your eyes always open but never shone blue
Arms and legs and hands and feet, broken and lost to the abyss of memory
I caught each word as it tumbled from your disappearing lips
Like a ribbon wrapped around my fingers, you were there when I wanted comfort
Like moonglow warming the night sky, you were there when I wanted safety
What the body cannot hold, the soul can only release
I imagined I knew you as the maple knows an autumn breeze
Preserving your laughter like wildflowers pressed in a book
Setting your kindness like lyrics woven into a song
But as the trees lost their leaves, your beauty crumbled at my feet
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Brother Oak
by Clare Shaw

If I keep on standing here nothing will change. I
am in the kitchen all alone, cradling a hot mug
of coffee, leaning against the fridge which hums
behind me like a hovering bee. I bang on the
door and the sudden hollow thump startles me.
The fridge obeys and quietens. It is almost silent.
Love has seeped out of the walls of this
cottage and is floating outside like smoke from a
fire mingling with the early morning mist.
Maybe it is searching for a new home, somewhere sturdier, somewhere durable, somewhere
reliable. Maybe I am searching too. Yet still I
stand, and lean and wonder what it is that I
need.
I want conversation, I need interaction, I
long for companionship not this solitary, lonely
existence. What I truly desire is to join in with
the chittering conversation of the blue tits as
they flutter like ribbons around the crimson
blood berries on the hawthorn. I want to be part
of the banter and repartee of the throaty nightjars, to join in with the persistent yells of black
crows. My inability to speak the language of the
wild declares my loneliness like a store tannoy
urging me to maintain a social distance. I keep
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away from others and I am an alien in the natural world. But surely, I think, no one can be a
foreigner in nature because we too are animal,
we are a part of all creation, not separate, no
more unique or deserving than any other living
being.
This simple thought makes me pull on my
jacket and wander outside where a soundscape
greets me - the drone of insects in the air, the
melodies of swallows skimming the meadow,
the creak of young saplings in the summer
breeze. I am not alone. We can never be truly
alone. I feel the tug of the giant oak tree which
reigns over the grassy meadow by the river.
Now I know where I am heading, the purpose
of my morning outing. I stride through the tall,
reedy grass which tickles my bare, brown legs
like spiders. The yellows of the cowslips and ox
eye daisies bring their own sunshine to the field
and they welcome me in. An arrow of geese
laugh overhead under the azure skies.
I reach the oak, its sturdy branches fanned
out into the familiar symmetrical curve of fading green. The crisp, shrivelling leaves of late
summer are like paper shapes and I stare up at
them as they rustle in the breeze. But this whis-
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pering is not the conversation I am seeking. I
know that real communication lies beneath the
cracked earth as messages are sent along the
lines of fungi as if through a telegraph wire.
How can I be a part of that?
‘Be my friend,’ I say out loud.
I sit and lean against the rough, knobbled
bark which massages my back and eases my
tense muscles.. The branches arc over my head
to shelter me from harm and a solitary leaf falls
onto my arm like a calling card. Come again, I
will always welcome you. Then it happens. I
sense the underground transmissions and the
birds sing for me. The music of understanding.
I am part of the natural earth, no longer a
solitary being and it pleases me. The mist has
dispersed and left me with an intense love for my
brother, the oak tree. Love is love whether for a
fellow man or another species. I know I will be
back again tomorrow to shelter under these nurturing branches, to tune into the underground
communication channels. Speech is not needed
for the love I feel which extends beyond this
mighty tree and to all plants and insects and
mammals, to Mother Nature herself. It is a uni-
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versal love and has bought me back from the
brink of something I have no words for.
I amble back to the house, open the door
and fill up the kettle. Immediately, I am lonely
once more though I am not alone. I hear my
husband in the sitting room, the TV blaring out
its meaningless messages. He does not even
know I have been outside. He does not know
what I truly love, nor does he care. I will move
away from this cottage when the time is right. I
will build a tree house where I can be at one
with the world and look down on the canopy of
life beneath me. Now my spirits are lifted with
such a plan, I reach for my box of driftwood I
have I picked up along the shore. I run my hands
over the worn, splintered curved shapes of old
tree branches weathered by the waves. I choose
a chunk of old oak. I will create something beautiful in keeping with this day. It will be carved
with love and and etched with my new found
joy.
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I’ll Still Bring Flowers
by Beck Collett

Knowing he was on his way out; Billy
had enlisted Sheila’s help in writing his
eulogy. Only when it was finished, insults
aimed at former drinking buddies removed, and the music choices, (‘No fucking hymns, mind, Sheila; I’ll know if you
tamper with my tracks,’) narrowed down
from nine to three, did Billy make his last
request.
‘You deliver it, Sheila; no-one else,
only you. You’ll do that for me, won’t
you? Coz I’m about to die and all, so
don’t be a hard-hearted cow now, eh? You
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keep me going, you do. You always have.’
Clutching at Sheila’s wrist and pulling her in close, Billy’s mouth worked to
form the words he had been wrestling
with since the doctor had given him the
news; ‘Mix me in with compost and a bit
of shit from Pete-the-scrap’s horses. Plant
a rose up on me. Red one, mind, not
pink; I’ll know. I’ll still bring flowers
then, see?’
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these liberating delights
by Finja Tineke
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The NYT was calling it porno-chic. Girls on
FIlm: The Rise of “Pornochic”. Dr. Brett stripped
off one latex glove. The highlight of his day’s
end and also its biggest sorrow, this little ritual
was the only movement he did not relegate to
the autopilot. In Angela’s final video, Slippery
Queen 3, she stares straight down the camera lens
and peels, peels off one elbow-length black
glove, peels it like paint. He was never into that
latex shit, but her dead eyes watched his handwashing, his dry powdered fingers trembling.
On the sofa that night he read the article and
masturbated furiously. The writer lingered so
deliberately on the little details that made his
method unique – the nipples moved higher on
bulbous silicone than they would normally be,
the stomach (pared down to rib cage) bruised
underneath their momentous weight. In the
mine of this concave stomach a small diamante
stud shines. The face, of course, the feline eyes,
eyelids scalpeled and pinned upwards at ludicrous angles, the lips hard from implant. Everything about the body hard, not the earthy hardness of a flexed muscle, but the impersonal
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toughness of plastic, irresponsive to the body’s
manipulation.

After the release, the disgust seeped in. They
mentioned her name but once in the whole polemic, and then, in a list: Of course, pornochic
emerged organically from that samey cadre of video
vixens that haunted 80s reels. They were no aerobicised minxes, were Donna Depe, Angela Laid, the incomparable Freda “Nipple” Natschka…..his darling
included in a clause. Meanwhile, that tasteless
Natschka hag, homely and overinflated even in
her prime, took the adjective. He’d seen her in
the waiting room at his friend and fellow enthusiast’s surgery just a week prior to this, waiting
on the next breast thing. She was truly vile now,
loose neck collapsing over the twin peaks like
thin dough over pie crust. Despite her sunglasses, he felt the glassy eyes pore over him, before
their brilles closed over them. She had been a
friend of Angela’s, regrettably, and due to genetic distemper, substantial cocaine and potential
blood poisoning, she had upon her passing entered into a dark rage against him from which
she never emerged. He could never forgive the
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publication.
Nina came in the next day. Oh, Nina. Every
few months he managed to swindle her into another nip, another tuck, that brought her closer
to perfection. He chose her to enact the project
due to her eyes, the exact shape of Angela’s, as
well as her immense and incapacitating opioid
habit. Wrong colour, but one can always supplement that. She had first come in after her debut on film. The director had told her she was
too fat in the stomach, and yet she was anaemic
with dieting. She was only 20 when she consulted him, but with an unsightly gut, like that of a
bread-eating matron. There had been a craze in
the circuit, which was really for those in the
know, for videos where the leading lady’s stomach was so flat and fatless one could see the penis as it moved, through the skin. Skin stretched
thin like the top of a drum. It wasn’t to his taste,
that sort of video, but that stomach certainly
was. Angela had been naturally lean and light
work. He sucked every ounce of oestrogen out
of the tummy with his big clear tube, the yellow
clumps sometimes spurting out, sometimes oozing.
The night before he lost Angela she had berated
him in his office. She wanted a new operation,
on the buttocks, not quite mainstream. Fat Daniel, her manager, had assured her anal flicks
were the next big wave, and she needed to be
prepared appropriately. Oh, but for her arteries
– they stood stubbornly in the way of perfection.
He tried not to blame himself for her death, arse
up, half cut, blood flow stopped. He saw her
death-table, in his mind, from an aerial view,
like he was peering through gaps in ceiling tiles,
a voyeur to the sterile massacre. His prediction
had been mistaken. Pissplay had dominated the
market for some time now.
Nina was back again. Labiaplasty. He pruned
the pink edges dispassionately, like they were
split ends. A ludicrous operation, really, he felt,
but Nina was assured she would not book again
without it. The recuperation period on this baby
would probably be the longest Nina went without sex in many, many years. He took a sort of
glee in the idea. A surgical chastity belt. It made
no difference to him. Despite her many drugged
advances, his attraction to Nina was purely architectural. Once, she sobbed on his office sofa.
She had tried to kiss him and he had turned his
cheek away. He pulled some strings and upped
her oxy dose.
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Pornochic, of course, isn’t always so extreme as surgery. It’s filtered down into the mainstream through
such trends as the pearly white eyelid, most famously
sported by adult icon Trixie Wannamaker. One can
only imagine the Freudian explanation for that milky
palette. The trained eye sees traces of pornochic in the
thick lip liner sported by trendy girls today – little do
they know, it was meant to leave rings. And yet it
continues, in the hair peroxided, body oiled. What girl
remains untouched?
On some winter nights Brett would drift from
bed to operating table. In these sweat-drenched
dreams Angela would take the scalpel down his
abdomen, cutting a six-pack shape. Lines of
blood rose to the surface, yet when he breathed
they would suck back in and leave the chasms
bare. The inside was white, like Styrofoam. She
pushed her finger into the gap, and it came out
clean.
Was Nina the only one? No. Each woman, nay
girl, crossed his threshold virginal, and emerged
rotting. Sometimes the implants caused the
breast tissue to decay, poison in the blood.
These women would come in jaundiced and
vomiting, spines twisted irreparably from their
burdens. He couldn’t help but despise them,
every one. The kissed mouth loses not its freshness, but renews like the moon. Bocca bacciata.
Sometimes a girl would come in crying and
afraid. Her manager-pimp-daddy, wanted him
to hack her open and rearrange her. She would
leave on four wheels, spoiling meat.
One woman, who wishes to remain anonymous,
claims she had extensive surgery in pursuit of the Pornochic Look, capitalised. One surgeon, working in
New York at the moment, performed ten surgeries on
her at once. She even claims to have had her foot bone
broken and shortened, so as to appeal to her wealthy
customers who were so inclined.

He had loved her, truly. He would have married
her, given but world enough and time. Would
have sired her children. They’d have moved
away, to some little sunny tax haven. The
sprogs would never learn English, so they’d never know.
An additional anonymous woman, speaking on the
same surgeon, revealed that she had a consultation
with him when she was just 15: “I knew I wanted my
tits doing since I was, what, 11? So I don’t think it’s
that big a deal. It was just so I knew how much I
needed to save. He didn’t touch me till I was 18. I got
them done on my birthday.”
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“Hiiiii, this is Nina. Leave a voicemail if you
waaaant – OR text me! Kisssses!” He’d had a
strange, niggling feeling during the consultation,
the final consultation, that this might happen.
No matter how much he’d reassured her of how
technology had advanced and metamorphosed,
as is its wont, he felt she may bow and break.
He would keep trying, keep trying…last thing
he’d said to her: “Do not eat or drink tomorrow.
Do not take your pain meds – I know, I know
its hard. But don’t take them, Nina, it’s important. I don’t want them to interfere with the
anaesthetic. Its just for one day, one more day,
then its over forever”. She had shaken like a
pale brown leaf, her body seeming smaller than
usual and impressionistic, as if she’d been painted onto his arm chair in miniature. As he harangued her, he felt as though he was growing
to fill the room, her shrinking to fill her puny
handbag. His words were too big to go in.

Then she had floated down the corridor, tremulous and barely there, until she was out of sight.
But the risks of Pornochic lie not just on the surgeon’s
table. The sexed woman often takes her prescriptions
into her own hand, doling out too much medicine for
the anorexic body to take. Sometimes she does it on
purpose, but often she is barely cognisant by then. The
action of hand to mouth, swallow, is merely mechanical, and she is swept by turbulence, eaten by sickness,
of which she is rarely aware. Which is the great tragedy? That of the despairing woman who takes her own
route out of a life which is decaying around her, or
that of the shaking girl-cum-Chihuahua, who lives
afraid, who is taken blindly, in one violent shiver?
And will there be a vigil for them?

***

Waiting
by Dini Armstrong
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by Rukhsana C
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Wide sea — water and sky meet in a bleached horizon — unknowable end — and you swimming,
holding a white flag. Guileless I follow, our heads just above the water.
We trail our history like slackened angling lines. The flag hampers your natant strokes, the drenched
cloth sagging with weight. I wonder at its purpose — peace or triumph, truce or surrender?
Daylight fractures the dream. Lives have been shuffled out of sequence — their redacted pages,
the gold illuminations are in disarray. Sleep and apparitions answer to inconstant gods
and you didn’t keep your promise of resurgence. Pages float in the unsettled atmosphere.
In midair, words wait for nightfall in search of the familiar order, the strong imperfect binding.
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The dogs had been acting oddly for a few days.
Wilf thought it was the sudden drop in temperature. We often get snow around this time of year
but it had turned too cold even for that. I was
worried for the sheep: some of the ewes had
dropped their second lambs later than usual and
the little ones were too frail still to survive the
bitter nights. We rounded up as many as we
could and got them into the barns, but the dogs
were skittery and slow to command and the job
was gruelling.
‘Fancy a pint later?’
Wilf lived alone since Molly died: he
could pop down the Black Horse whenever he
liked.
‘Rose will have my supper on the table.
Thanks all the same.’
‘Darts match on Friday, are you coming?’
‘Wouldn’t miss it! The missus is off to
Harrogate with the WI for the day, won’t be
back ‘til late.’
‘When the cat’s away, eh?!’
‘It’s not like that and you know it. It’s
just … she’s been down in the dumps a lot since
our Chris left home, I feel I ought to keep her
company of an evening.’
Makarelle

‘I know, I know.’
Wilf looked away, across the fields, and I
felt bad for reminding him of what he was missing. He and Molly – well, they’d hardly been a
match made in heaven. But they’d found their
own sort of comfort with each other over the
years and it must be dreary going home to a cold
hearth every evening.
‘Ah well, that’s the last of them in now.’
‘Not quite. Bella’s missing.’
Bella was our oldest ewe, and this would
be her last year on the farm. As soon as her two
bairns were weaned I’d have to fetch Dan out to
her. I don’t get sentimental about the animals as
a rule but I’d hand-reared Bella from a new-born
and I wasn’t looking forward to sending her off.
Perhaps the decision had been taken out of my
hands; she wouldn’t last long out there tonight.
‘I think I’ll take a last look along the upper
field, Wilf. Rose won’t be expecting me for another half-hour.’
‘I’ll be off, then. See you tomorrow.’
‘Sure you won’t join us for a spot of supper?’
I knew the answer before I asked the question. Wilf hated being beholden to anyone; he
had made it clear from the day Molly died that
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he would cope by himself, thank you very
much, and pushed away everyone who had tried
to help. After his sharp words with the vicar’s
wife when she left a pot roast on his doorstep
the village got the message and left him alone.
‘Nay, nay, you’re alright. I’ve got something ready to warm up when I get in.’
‘Fine then, see you in the morning.’
I watched him stride down the farm track
with Jess trotting along at his side. She was a
lovely little dog, a collie like my fellas but chocolate brown and cream, with the softest eyes. I
suspected that Wilf would be more cut up when
Jess eventually died than he was about Molly’s
passing.
‘Come on Jip, Rex. Let’s go find Bella.’
The pale sun was almost below the horizon: no red sky tonight. Overhead the velveted
blue-black sky glittered with the hard diamond
sparkle of far-off stars. Even in the darkness I
could see the clouds of breath rising from the
eager dogs. The sharp smell of frost stung my
nostrils.
‘Come on then. What are you waiting for?’
I followed them up the field, admiring as
always their fluid speed: the white patches on
their coats floated in space against the dark
ground. They were silent as they went; they
knew better than to set up a racket that would
drown out the sounds of a sheep in distress.
I was halfway up the slope, and they already at the drystone wall beyond which lay the
upper field, when I heard something strange. I
couldn’t work out what it was at first: it was
right on the edge of hearing, a sort of tinkling in
the air, like bells from a long way off. The dogs
had picked it up too: they both juddered to a
halt and sat on their haunches with their noses
pointed towards the heavens.
‘What is it, Jip? What can you hear?’
To my surprise, the dog whined – not in
fear, more as if puzzled. Now Rex lay down on
the ground and rested his head on his paws. I
hurried up to them and placed my hand on Jip’s
head: he was trembling, as he did when a special
treat was on offer and he knew he had to sit still
just one moment longer to earn it.
‘There now, there now. Nothing to worry
about, lads.’
I was beginning to get a sense now of
where the sound was coming from: over the
brow of the hill, near Cotman’s Wood. Calling
the dogs to heel I hurried on along the top edge
of the field and scrambled over the stile. The
tumble of silver notes was distilling into the
Makarelle

loveliest of melodies and I was mesmerised.
As I dropped down towards the wood, I
saw in the lee of the nearest trees a small caravan, the sort that people tow behind their cars to
go on holiday. But there was no sign of a car,
and the caravan looked weathered and old, as if
it had stood there for a long time. Yet it hadn’t
been in that spot two weeks ago, when I’d last
passed that way.
There was someone inside: a soft light
spilled out from the window that faced me, and
I saw the sharp silhouette of a man. Tall, by the
looks of him. I began to wish that I had something with me, in case he, or they, turned nasty.
Part of me thought that I should turn back, maybe give the police station a call. Yet people who
made such lovely music, surely they were harmless. Hippy types, I imagined, who travelled
around earning a living busking. I’d just knock
on their door, say hello, see if they needed anything. Be neighbourly.
Drawing near to the caravan, I was
astonished to see Wilf walking up from the lower road. As soon as we were close enough I
called out to him.
‘What are you doing here? I thought you’d
gone home for the night.’
As he came up to me I saw a look in his
eyes that I’d never seen before, dazed almost.
‘I heard something – couldn’t work out
what it was - thought I should check it out.’
‘Well I’m glad to see you. I was just thinking that there might be something to be said for
safety in numbers.’
He smiled and nodded. I went up to the
small door at the end of the caravan and
knocked.
Slowly it opened. I could only see at first
the man in the entrance, clearly the owner of the
silhouette. He stooped slightly, being too tall to
stand upright in that small tin box, and gazed
upon us with the gentlest of expressions. He said
only one word:
‘Welcome.’
Before I could gather my wits to reply, Jip
and Rex had rushed past me and into the caravan, tongues lolling with pleasure.
‘I’m sorry, they’re not usually so undisciplined.’
I called them to heel, with no result. The
man stepped back and pulled the door fully
open. Wilf and I stared. What we saw, in order
were: the dogs, already curled up on the floor in
front of the bench, gazing up adoringly; Bella
and her two sleeping lambs lying beneath the
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tiny fold-out table; a young woman holding in
her arms a new-born baby.
It was all most peculiar and I was lost for
words. Wilf spoke for us both.
‘I’m sorry we’ve disturbed you. We didn’t know… we hadn’t realised there was anyone staying here.’
‘We’re not here for long. May just needed to stop up for a couple of days, to rest,
you know. I hope we’re not trespassing.’
‘No, not at all. This is common land, the
Wood that is. You can stay as long as you
like. I’m Wilf, by the way. This is Ted.’
‘I’m Joe, that’s May, and the wain, well,
we haven’t got a name for him yet. Can I
fetch you a drink?’
‘No, I – what about you, Ted? No? No,
we’re fine.’
I can’t tell you a lot about the rest of the
evening. We mainly sat in silence, watching
May with the baby. At one point I asked
about the music I’d heard.
‘That’s not us, I’m afraid. We did hear it
too, though; lovely, wasn’t it?’
We agreed, though I was disappointed
that we hadn’t found out the source of that
wonderful sound, and I thought now that we
probably never would.
Eventually, I remembered Rose and realised that my supper would be dry as a bone
by now. She was a gentle soul, my wife, but
she’d have a word or two for me when I got
back.
‘She’ll be fine, Ted.’
I started. Had I said something out loud?

I hadn’t thought so; yet May had somehow
divined my thoughts and was smiling kindly.
Woman’s intuition, perhaps.
‘Wilf, would you like to hold the baby for
a minute? I want to fetch something for you.’
I will remember to my dying day the image of my rough-hewn, rough-spoken pal
standing in the middle of the caravan with
the babe in his arms. All the love in the
world shone from his face. He was never the
same after that – it was as if the sharp edges
had been rubbed off him. I didn’t see what
May gave him, it was small enough to carry
in his jacket pocket and when many years
later he followed Molly and Jess along the
longest path of all it was buried with him.
As we said our goodbyes to the young
parents that night, I was overwhelmed with
sadness at the thought that we would never
see them again. I knew even then that when
I next looked for the caravan it would be
gone. Wilf and I trudged up the hill in silence. We had left Bella and her lambs in the
warmth and safety of the shelter they had
found, but the dogs followed us step by slow
step, seemingly as reluctant as us.
At the top of the hill we turned in unison
and looked back. The caravan was almost
invisible in the dark shadow of the Wood,
but high in the dark sky above the Pole Star
cast its brilliant light for miles around.
***
Image: Sian Davies
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Their marriage lasted eight years, his meth addiction longer. Come to think of it, they never
bothered to make it official. The divorce, that is,
not the marriage. It hardly mattered, since neither Sally nor Duncan had remarried. What
their daughter Jenna wondered was why they’d
bothered to go down the aisle in the first place?
From the other side of her birth, they seemed an
unlikely pair.
Sally left school at sixteen with a handful of
good O levels, but no one ever told her she
might be bright enough to go to university. So
she’d wound up sweeping up split ends, making
cups of tea and mixing peroxide dye.

fall.
How did it feel when she came home from work
that day without her hair and he realised he didn’t love her enough to miss it?
When Jenna asked her mother how she’d met
her father, Sally paused. They’d met at the salon, but it wasn’t much of a story. She didn’t
really remember the details.
‘How can you not remember?’ asked Jenna,
who by thirteen was worryingly existential and
looking to locate herself in time and space.
‘It was a long time ago.’

Her own hair was dark and down to her waist.
She still has nightmares of it being cut, though
the long locks are long gone, her hair cut short
shortly after she tied the knot with Duncan.
Occasionally, Sally pines for her long hair,
loose. In the only photo taken at their wedding,
it’s piled up on her head, hidden under the suffocating veil her mother wore twenty years before.
When he’s feeling nostalgic, Duncan remembers
Sally’s hair longer and darker than it really was.
Once, when he was high, he pulled her on top of
him and let it fall over their faces like a waterMakarelle

And so, her parents either unwilling or unable
to indulge her, Jenna creates her own version of
events, which goes more or less like this:
It’s a scorching-hot July, and Sally is only a few
weeks into her working life when a customer
under the hood dryer burns an ear in fright after
a wasp flies across the glossy magazine on her
lap. An infestation is discovered in the corner of
the skirting board, over by the store-room-cumstaff-toilet. The salon cancels its appointments,
giving everyone the day off – except for Sally,
tasked with letting in the pest-control man.
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Having spent Tuesday euthanising rats, followed
by two-too many pints, Duncan is relieved
Wednesday’s only insects. The girl who answers
the door does not introduce herself and hides
behind a curtain of dark hair as she leads him to
where the wasps are. He squats before the hole,
rolls up his sleeves and pulls at the skirting board
with his bare hands.
If he warns her, she doesn’t hear.
Sally's head is filled with buzzing and time
stands still as the wasp comes straight for her.
Cross-eyed, she somehow sees it clearly as it
lands on her nose and plants its stinger smack
bang on the tip of it.
‘Fuck,’ she would have said, if she were the kind
of girl who swore, which she wasn’t then, and
isn’t now.
‘Fuck,’ he almost certainly said, being a man
who fucked up almost always, even then.
As a safety precaution, he pulls the two of them
inside the store-room-cum-staff-toilet.
‘Have you got any vinegar?’ he asks.
Luckily, Sally had spent her first day at the salon
mixing shampoo with apple cider vinegar, an
ineffective concoction sold as hair-loss treatment. As she’s bending down to open the cupboard under the sink the bottom of her top rises
and Duncan stops himself from reaching for the
band of seventeen-year-old skin. She is, of
course, oblivious, and stares in silence at the
name badge on his boiler suit as he dabs her
bright-red nose with a wad of toilet tissue soaked
in cider vinegar.
Jenna knows this can’t be true, but she tells the
story to her best friend Kate at a sleepover and,
together, they continue to connect the dots. First
a realistic version of what came next:
Duncan leaves Sally in the store-room-cum-stafftoilet while he sees to the wasps and replaces the
skirting board. When the coast is clear, Sally
emerges, a reasonably-attractive reminder of
what a bad job he’s done. She’s pretty but, even
with the swelling, it’s clear she has a crooked
nose. To apologise, he offers to drive her home.
He doesn’t want her complaining to his boss, not
Makarelle

after the incident with the mouse droppings.
It’s past midnight and the girls are high on flying
saucer sherbet and the thrill of being teenagers
(just). They stay up concocting more exciting
endings, oblivious to anachronism, past and present colliding. Really, it’s an excuse to talk about
sex, which should be weird because it’s about
her parents but Jenna doesn’t mind because she
hasn’t seen her dad since Disneyland two years
ago when she heard her parents doing it through
the wall between their hotel rooms and thought
they might be a family again. The happiest place
on earth.
Kate says she bets they fucked, there and then,
over the sink:
He’s behind her and they’re looking at each other’s faces properly for the first time in the mirror
until, with the force of his climax, her stung nose
breaks against the glass. Leaving the wasps behind them, mating, the exterminator rushes the
hair technician to A&E where she discreetly asks
the doctor resetting her nose if they can also
write a prescription for the morning-after pill. As
there’d be no harm in it now, the exterminator
fucks her again in the back of his van parked in
the hospital car park, this time pulling on her
hair. Afterwards he asks, handing her a rag, if
she has any change for the pay and display.
Along with the money, she gives out her number, but he doesn’t call. Back at work the next
week, mixing shampoo with apple cider vinegar
in the store-room-cum-staff-toilet, Sally imagines
him rescuing a receptionist from a hornet’s nest,
her skirt pulled up over the desk.
‘She would, at least, have come out of the whole
thing with a straight nose,’ Kate finishes.
‘Yeah, instead of me,’ Jenna doesn’t say out
loud, tracing her own bent bridge in the dark.
They forget to top and tail so lie together face to
face, Kate’s sugar breath turning sour as she
snores, always the first to fall asleep.
It was Kate who corrected Jenna (cruelly) when
she said her favourite song was ‘You Look Like
a Lady’ by Aerosmith, the soundtrack to the
Rock ‘n’ Roller coaster she rode with her father,
hands held in the dark. Strobe lights and G-force
motion sickness from the hotdog she’d just eaten
swirling in her stomach.
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Her father’s energy was endless: ‘I just wanna
stay here in this moment for the rest of timeee,’
he sang, out of tune, waltzing through Fantasia
Gardens. But her mother couldn’t stand the
place. It was a reminder that none of her dreams
had come true.

For Jenna, being wrong about the song title
made the holiday seem like a lie. Her whole life
phoney fragments. How her father used to call
her ‘little lady’ but she wasn’t little even then,
tall enough for almost all the rides.
***

too big for your boots
by Pri Victor

You filled up a brand new gumboot
with water from a puddle
to see if you would fit better inside

the force of you spills over the edge
of those rubber lips
and you cry near the puddle
a small pink resonance of you and
your brand new gumboot and I think
I think perhaps it was a collection of your tears
so I tilt my full glass to your pink lips
for you to sip, a taste much sweeter
than if it were yours and it falls down your chin
it cannot contain you
and you pool in my arms, my very own pond

of elbows and weeping nose
ripples all over
and I remember when my waters
were forced out of me
and of course it was you
the reason water could no longer fit
Image: Ruth Loten
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by Cheryl Powell

Image: Ruth Loten

Conran is at the window, the dark vein of the
river below, and a red-golden sky. She’d be mad
at him, of course, for smoking skunk. But she’s
not here; she’s never here these days. So, to hell
with her.
“Useless little shit,” she used to say,
“Smackhead, writing crap!” Her words ring in
his head, as if she is shouting them at him now.
She made him so angry back then, hurt and angry, and he raged against her.
“Keep out of it, Rebecca!” He’d take another drag just to spite her, the joint flaring,
heaving smoke in her face, “You know nothing
about my work.”
She would flap her hands at the smoke
and laugh at him, with cruelty. “Darling, I am
your work, remember?” And the truth panicked
him. She knew how desperately he needed her,
loved her: the desire.
He must try again. Write down ideas,
anything. But he stares at his hands hovering
over the keyboard, thoughts scattering, and the
laptop is still blank...and still blank. It’s always
the same, the roiling in his stomach, dread risMakarelle

ing; the words that won’t come.
It’s almost dusk: always the time of day
he feels her near him, and he remembers how it
used to be: her stretched out on the living room
sofa, plugged into some bloody awful thrash
metal, unaware of him, T-shirt riding up over
the white skin of her stomach, her bangles clinking against each other as she moved. He had
looked at her sometimes, just looked, and it had
always terrified him, for he had sensed the transience of her, the coming of loss, and he knew
he must finish his book, prove to her he was
worth something, before it was too late.
The river reflects the darkening sun and a
boat passes, ghostly in the vanishing light, and
he feels strange, as if left behind, stranded. His
chest tightens. I’m dying. His stomach is full of
griping pain. Surely she’ll come if I’m dying.
“I’m dying, can’t you see?” His voice
sounds pathetic, like a lost child’s. “Rebecca,
where are you?”
Nothing. Not even the faintest scent of
her, or the metallic clank of her bangles. Only
the purr of his laptop, now in sleep mode.
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She is dead; he knows that. He must accept it, move on; two years is long enough to be
overwhelmed by grief, even she would tell him
that. But no. He couldn’t give her up. Not yet.
Not while she was still at the edge of his vision,
her lips at his ear, as if she might defy death and
come back to him.
She had been capricious in life. Yes,
that’s the word: capricious. Like the time she
had dragged him out at three in the morning to
race down the towpath by moonlight, mist lifting like breath off the water, both feeling invincible.
She had ranted at his writing, but he always knew she was his inspiration; it was her
who had willed him to plunder the bloody remains of their father’s death and their mother’s
abandonment, until he was frenzied, then empty
and the novel a molten, living thing.
One critic called it a literary masterpiece.
He had kept the review but later burned it. He’d
made a longlist and there was talk of a sequel.
Then she had abandoned him.

damn them both forever.
He looks down now. He could so easily
lean forward, keel over, sink into the water, a
great lumbering vertebrate settling into the sediment below. Then, perhaps, in a few million
years, when the rivers have dried up, they would
find him, the husk of him, preserved for all time
inside the rock, and they will say, look, an early
specimen of a literary writer. Ha! Rebecca
would mock him for being ridiculous.
The sun is turning dark red; a burning
disc on the water and the beauty of it makes him
sadder. And that’s when he sees her. Her reflection, warping in the water beside him, her face
radiant with vitality.

“Rebecca.” He holds still. “Rebecca.
Thank God.”
He reaches for paper and pencil in his
back pocket, and scribbles some words.
“Come home with me.” His voice trembles. “We can carry on; be as before. Death is
nothing at all.” But she puts her hands on her
hips and smiles her cruel smile.

He could have saved her; that was the
thing he couldn’t get over. He should have got
her to hospital. He didn’t know she was sick,
that her blood was full of poison, that meningitis
was swift and deadly. He’d been writing the
damned sequel, shut away. Oh, Rebecca!

“You really are a terrible cliché, Conrad.” She has said this before, many times, and
she has sabotaged his work; read and deleted it
and been scornful of his efforts. “You are better
than this,” she would tell him. “Stop pissing
about! You are so much better than this.”

He has to get out. Air. He needs air. Autumn leaves are flitting in the wind, shadowy,
like bats, and the river is deserted now. He hasn’t been outside for days, no, weeks and the cold
gets into his lungs and makes him cough.

She always had such belief in him. “You
are right, Rebecca. I’m one big, fat cliché. But
the fact is, I can’t write without you. That’s the
truth. I can’t do anything without you.”

He passes silent boats, locked up for winter, rocking gently against the bank, the creak of
mooring ropes. It’s slippery on the towpath, rutted with half-frozen mud, and he stumbles a little near the edge; the grip useless on his old
trainers. He could easily fall in. But then, so
what?
He stands on the edge of the river. He is
lonely. Excruciatingly lonely; that’s the thing
that’s killing him. And the touch of her that
night comes back to him; he can’t get it out of
his head, that night Rebecca had come to his
bed, slipped in beside him, naked, cleaving
against his back, her warm breath on his neck.
And he, awake but pretending sleep, had been
too afraid to move, tortured by love and wanting, knowing that to turn to her would be to
Makarelle

Her reflection leans nearer the water, her
eyes lock on his. “You told me once that you
were hammering out words on the smithy of
your soul. Another ludicrous cliché. I teased
you for days and you got quite stroppy, remember? But then you wrote about our mother, all
that vitriol, and the forgiving; and the search for
the father we hardly knew? No wonder you got
published. Well, go hammer, now, Conrad.
Hammer. Hammer. Hammer.”
Conrad remembers and smiles and his
sadness lifts a little.
“I was awake that night.” His words
seem over-loud, echoing.
“I know.”
“I was scared, Rebecca. And I regret it
now.”
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She says nothing, and he knows she is
wrangling with the same unendurable loss as
himself. Then in a bright voice she says, “They
say R A Daylesford is now the one to watch.”
He rises to the taunt. “Daylesford?
Writes everything phonetically and all his characters are blind. You’ve got to be kidding! No.
Not that fucker.” She pulls a face and laughs,
and he feels a surge of joy, and all the while his
pencil roves over the paper and there is the tinkle of bangles as she watches beside him, and
suddenly he understands.

I’m setting us both free.”
“No, Rebecca. Don’t do this.” And he
turns, but knows that it will be too late, and
she’ll be gone and there will be only water and
darkness. He looks down at the frantic words on
the paper, ideas flung about madly. And now he
is running, running back, past the frozen ruts
and the silhouettes of boats; on and on, faster,
his tears falling and drying, running back to their
home, into the living room, opening his laptop.
And then the hammering begins.

“You are leaving me, aren’t you?”
“No. Never. But I am setting you free.

***

Chess Pieces
by Louise Wilford
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Meet the Editors
Dini Armstrong
Dini Armstrong, now Scottish, worked as a
journalist and psychologist but has written since she was four years old.
Armed with an MA in Creative Writing, Dini has published
short stories, flash fiction and non fiction and published audio versions of
her stories for the Scottish Book Trust.
She is currently looking for a home for her first novel “Why Daisy Set The
Hermit On Fire”, which was shortlisted for the First Novel Prize 2021.
www.DiniArmstrong.com
Photo credit: Vera Cloe Zebrowska

Jane Langan
Jane wanted to be an actor. At eighteen, she realised this wasn’t for her and her true love was
writing and photography. She has been doing that ever since. Her book of poetry, Blood Kisses is
out now. You can also find her work in the anthology Footprints and Echoes, (both available on
Amazon). She has been published extensively online and was shortlisted in the lockdown Haiku
competition with Fish Publishing. She had a special mention from The Welsh Poetry Competition
and was longlisted in the Mairtin Crawford Awards. Jane has a master’s in creative writing.
When she isn’t writing or taking pictures, you will find her tap dancing or drinking coffee curled
up with one of her cats. If you google Muddynosugar you will find her online.
http:/howilikemycoffee.blogspot.com/

Ruth Loten
Ruth’s first writing memory is for her writer’s badge in Brownies but her
MA in Creative Writing probably trumps that. Ruth has been published
in various anthologies and has written several books for children/young
adults. Ruth is currently Writer In Residence at Brightlingsea Lido and in
that role, is working on a trilogy set in a fictional version on her home
town. Her first novel for adults “Unforgettable” is being published on
2nd February 2022.
https://www.reloten.com
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ARE YOU AN INDIE AUTHOR?
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR SOME PUBLICITY FOR YOUR LATEST BOOK?
IF SO, THEN MAKARELLE HAS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU!
Actually, there’s more than one…

Makarelle is an independent, digital, literary and visual arts magazine. Formed in February 2021, the editors want to promote
the work of emerging writers and artists, giving them access to a wider audience. Initially, everything about the magazine was
free, but as a result of introducing a small submission fee, we are now in a position to be able to pay our featured writers and
artists (the best submission from each category) a nominal fee for their work. Since we launched the website, we’ve had almost 22,000 hits – 2,000 per month on average!
We realised that although we help to promote the work of short fiction writers, poets and artists, there is nothing for novelists. We have decided that needs to change.
We want to give independent authors a chance to share their work as well. We believe the best way to do this is through promotion.

We are launching our Indie Novelist section of the magazine and website.
To qualify, you must be an author who is independently (i.e. self) published OR who publishes through a small
independent publisher which requires you to organise your own publicity e.g. ChocLit, Ruby Fiction etc.
We offer THREE packages:
A small advert in ONE issue of Makarelle for a single book – this consists of an image of the book cover and the blurb with a link
to purchase. There will be one page of adverts per issue with a maximum of 9 books. (Blurb must be no more than thirty-five
words)
Cost £10

A single page feature/interview in ONE issue of Makarelle, all about you and your books. Maximum 500 words and 2 pictures.
You write this yourself but we can provide a list of standard questions for you to choose from, if required. We will also check
the content and edit it.
Cost £25

A feature/interview on the Makarelle website, all about you. This will be hosted on our ‘Meet The Authors’ page. Maximum 2
sides of A4 in size 12 font and 4 pictures. You write this yourself, but we can provide a list of standard questions for you to
choose from, if required. We will also check the content and edit it. On the day it is published, we will also promote the interview on all our social media channels.

Cost £35

We publish FOUR times a year and books/interviews will be accepted on a first come, first served, basis. If there is a specific
issue you would like to be in, please let us know on application and we will try to accommodate your request if we can.
Please do not send any money unless you have had your request confirmed. Email us first to check availability and we will contact you with further details on how to pay.

Please email Ruth@makarelle.com with any questions or to enquire about making a booking.
We look forward to hearing from you and helping to spread the word about your work!
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This is where we love you and leave you...
Oh, I know, we made ourselves groan with the dad joke humour in the header! But it’s not easy
to come up with anything that is not cheesy when you are trying to create art on the theme of
‘Love’. Love is when a husband puts a blanket over his partner’s feet. Love is that rush triggered
by a text from a loved one. Love is beating the living daylights out of a big Japanese drum. We
love cake, we love reading. Love really is a slippery bugger when you are trying to tie it down. In
the end, love is...love.
We knew we were setting an impossible challenge, but, once again, our writers and visual artists
have risen to the challenge. As always, thank you so much for visiting us. We hope you have
enjoyed our ‘Love is Love’ issue as much as we have.
Please remember that we are a non-profit independent magazine, and any donations, no matter
how small, would be both welcome and reinvested entirely into our goal of supporting emerging
writers and visual artists.
Donate here via Paypal or, if you want to save us the PayPal charges, here are our bank details:
Makarelle Ltd - account number 85014972 - sort code 60 83 71 (we are based in the UK).
But it’s not all about the money - you can help by simply telling people about us, sharing/liking
our social media posts or even duetting with us on TikTok!
For those of you who loved reading our short stories, poems, flashfiction - and creative nonfiction pieces in print, you might like our paperback book ’Makarelle - Anthology ONE’.
We look forward to seeing you back here in April!

Jane, Dini and Ruth
xxx

The submission window for our Spring 2022 issue will be open
from February 28th to March 18th.
The Spring Issue will be published on April 22nd 2022. Don’t forget to check
Makarelle.com for updates and submission guidelines
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